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Framingham, Massachusetts
To
BERNICE W. TAYLOR
IN APPRECIATION OF HER NOBLE AND
SPORTSMANLIKE LEADERSHIP BOTH AS
A TEACHER AND A FRIEND, WE, THE
CLASS OF 1933, DEDICATE THIS
VOLUME.
Bernice W. Taylor
"It's good to have money and the things
that money can buy; but it's good to check up
once in a while and make sure that you haven't
lost the things money can't buy."
To the Class of 1933
is commended this ideal of courageous living
—
"To keep my health ... to do my work . . .
to live!
To see to it I grow, and gain, and give.
Never to look behind me for an hour;
To wait in meekness and to walk in power.
But always fronting onward toward the right;
Always and always facing toward the light."
—Stetson
Francis A. Bagnall, President
MARJORIE SPARROW
Class Advisor
"Without courage there cannot be truth, and
without truth there can be no other virtue."
—Sir Walter Scott
DR. JAMES CHALMERS
Honorary Class Member
To the Class of 1933:
"How e'er it be, it seems to me
'Tis only noble to be good.
Kind hearts arc more than coronets,
And simple faith, than Norman blood."
—Alfred Tennyson.
A man that minds his own business
Has a good, steady employment.
—J. C.
FREDERICK W. RIED
Faculty Advisor for The Dial
To you, my good friends:
In a strongly materialistic world keep your
ideals intact. Remember the three qualities of
a real teacher: "Sympathy, Understanding and
a Sense of Humor," are as true today as they
were when Emerson spoke of them many years
ago.
AN APPRECIATION
THE editors of the 1933 Dial wish to express their sincere
appreciation to those who have helped in the making of this
book. We are indebted to the student body for its co-opera-
tion; to the faculty members for their guidance and help; to the
advertisers for their support, and, in particular, to Miss Sparrow
and Mr. Ried for their personal interest in the welfare of this volume.

In loving memory
of
GERTRUDE CLEARY
The gracious girl, who did adorn
The world whcreinto she was born.
What is excellent,
As God lives, is permanent.
--From Emerson's Threnodv
MARY PARTRIDGE
President of Student Government Association
of
State Teachers College at Framingham
19324933
Mary Partridge
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PROLOGUE
THE hour of departure is near. We must
soon be off on a new adventure where new
encounters will test our skill and endur-
ance. We leave behind us the indelible record
of our struggles, our conquerings, our noble de-
feats. We have proved our mettle, and with
great courage face the future. Inscribed in these
pages, we can see our names and those of our
companions, we can read of the enterprises that
developed us for all time, and as we struggle far
from these scenes of the past we can look back
on our youth and renew our fortitude.
Alice L. Campbell,
Managing Editor.
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Business Manager
Faith Sincerbeau
Dorothy Cartwright
.
Geraldine Winchenbaugh
Edna Purcell
Hazel Sinclair
Lettice Mitchell
Florence Bacigalupo )
Pauline Orsi \
'
Elizabeth Smith
Elizabeth Gould
Helen Russo \
Barbara Brown
\
Jessica Eldridge
Louise Joy
Evelyn Norby
Olive Butterick .
Mr. Frederick W. Ried
DIAL STAFF
Managing Editor
ALICE CAMPBELL
Editor
Dorothy Gilmore
Art Editor
Elizabeth Gardner
Assistant Editor
Assistant Business Manager
Assistant Art Editor
Assistant Art Editor
Athletics
. Humor
. Class Wills
Class Histories
Class Prophecies
Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager
Faculty Advisor
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FACULTY
HELEN M. ALLAN
30 Henry Street, Framingham, Mass.
Assistant Practical Arts Department
B.S., Massachusetts Art School; Courses at Museum of Fine
Arts, Simmons College, Boston University, Columbia University,
and California University.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 19 20.
To the Class of 1933:
"True worth is in being, not seeming,
—
In doing, each day that goes by,
Some little good—not in dreaming
Of great things to do by and by.
—Alice Cary.
FLORENCE E. AMIDON
29 Pleasant Street, Framingham, Mass.
Dressmaking, Textiles, Historic Textiles
Teacher of Dressmaking, Newton Vocational High School, New-
tonville, and Women's Educational and Industrial Union, Boston.
Began teaching at State Teachers College at Framingham, 1923.
To the Class of 1933:
"Happiness comes not from the power of possession, but from
the power of appreciation."—H. W. Sylvester.
FRED W. ARCHIBALD
154 Maynard Road, Framingham, Mass.
Music
Tufts Summer School; Harvard Summer School; Normal Music
School. Supervisor of Music, Public Schools of Eastern Massa-
chusetts; Salem Normal School; Instructor in Boston University
Summer School; Baritone Soloist; Chorus and Choir Work.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1898.
To Class of 1933:
"The happiest person is the person who thinks the most inter-
esting thoughts."
—
Timothy Dwight.
[24]
SARA M. ARMSTRONG
Pleasant Street, Framingham, Mass.
Psychology, Education
A.B., Tufts College, A.M., Columbia University; Instructor at
Danbury Normal School.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1918.
To the Class of 1933:
"A day is waited that has not left time to the cultivation of
awareness of the motto of life."—H. O. RuGG.
LOUISE BRIGHTMAN
13 Pleasant Street, Dighton, Mass.
Assistant, Vocational Household Arts
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 192!
To the Class of 1933:
"Open the windows of your wondering heart
To God's supreme Creation : make it yours,
And give to other hearts your ample store;
For when the whole of you is but a part
Of joyous beauty such as e'er endures,
Only by giving can you gain the morel'
MARION A. BRYANT
18 Ware Street, Cambridge, Mass.
Assistant Matron, Peirce Hall
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; Assistant in
Biology Department. Framingham Normal School; Matron, Girls'
Dormitory, Rhode Island School of Design. Providence, R. I.
Began duties in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1932.
To the Class of 1933:
"Do not despise any opportunity because it seems small. The
way to make an opportunity great is to take hold of it and use it."
—Bacon.
£25]
MURIEL CABOT BUCKLEY
1 1 Orchard Street, Belmont, Mass.
Elementary Clothing, Dress Appreciation, Historic Textiles
Graduate of State Normal School at Framingham, and of Teachers
College, Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1923.
To the Class of 1933:
"The worst bankrupt in the world is the man who has lost his
enthusiasm. Let him lose everything else but enthusiasm and he will
come through again to success."—H. W. Arnold.
RUTH H. CARTER
67 Dakota Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Reading Methods, English, Boo\ Selection
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; Courses at
Columbia, Boston, and Harvard Universities; B.S., Boston Uni-
versity.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1927.
To the Class of 1933:
"No amount of pay ever made a good soldier, a good teacher,
a good artist, or a good workman."
—
John Ruskin.
ELEANOR F. CHASE
45 Highland Street, Amesbury, Mass.
Chemistry
B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural College; M.S., Massachusetts
Agricultural College; Assistant in Chemistry, Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College; Research Assistant in Food Chemistry and Graduate
Student at Columbia University; Ph.D., Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Teacher.s College at Framingham in 1928.
To the Class of 1933:
"There are no uninteresting things; there are only uninterested
people."—G. K. Chesterton.
[26]
MILLICENT M. COSS
164 State Street, Framingham, Mass.
Head of Clothing Department, Instructor in Household Arts Educa-
tion, Historic Textiles
A.B., Indiana State University: B.S. and M.A., in Household
Arts Education, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1914.
To the Class of 1933:
"All knowledge is lost which ends in the knowing, for every
truth we know is a candle given us to work by."
—
Ruskin.
SARAH S. CUMMINGS
35 Cambridge Road, Woburn, Mass.
History and Civics
A.B.. Colby College, 1907; Boston University. History In-
structor, Lynn English High School: Head of Girls' Department,
Lynn Continuation School.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1924.
To the Class of 1933:
"When you meet knowledge, first seek to understand it, then
to remember it, and finally to apply it to some useful purpose.
The sum of these three constitutes power."
—John C. Green, Jr.
CHARLES E. DONER
Reading, Mass.
Penmanship
Diploma, Zanerian School of Penmanship. Columbus, Ohio:
Heffley School of Commerce, Brooklyn: Spencerial Commercial
School, Cleveland; Editorial Staff. Business Journal, New York;
Commercial Teachers Federation: Zanerian Penmanship Association;
New England Penmanship Association.
Began teaching in Stale Teachers College at Framingham in 1909.
To the Class of 1933:
"The most beautiful thing in the world is a well-lived human
life."
[27]
STUART B. FOSTER
3 1 Salem End Road, Framingham, Mass.
Chemistry, K[utrition
B.S., Massachusetts Agricultural College, 1914; Assistant Chemist,
McClure Laboratories, Westfield, Mass., 1915-1917; First Lieu-
tenant Sanitary Corps, American Expeditionary Forces, 1917-1919;
A.M., 1921, Ph.D., 1925, Columbia University; Member, Amer-
ican Chemical Society; American Association for the Advancement
of Science.
To the Class of 1933:
"The future of our civilization depends upon the widening hold
of the scientific habit of mind."
—
John Dewey.
LUCILE G. FRENCH
50 Jackson Road, West Medford, Mass.
Head of Household Arts Department
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; B.S. and M.A.,
Teachers College, Columbia University; Assistant in Science, Fram-
ingham Normal School; Instructor in Foods, Teachers College,
Columbia University; Director of Foods and Nutrition, James
Milliken University, Decatur, Illinois; Instructor of Foods, Pine
Manor, Wellesley, Mass.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1922.
To the Class of 1933:
"Languor can only be conquered by enthusiasm, and enthusiasm
can only be kindled by two things: an ideal which takes the imagina-
tion by storm, and a definite intelligible plan for carrying out that
ideal into practice."
—Arnold Toynbee.
GRACE BROWN GARDNER
53 Milk Street, Nantucket, Mass.
Biology, Microbiology, J^ature Study
Diploma, State Normal at Bridgewater; A.B., Cornell University.
Primary Schools. New Bedford; Harrington Normal Training
School, New Bedford; Head of Department of Biology, B.M.C.,
Durfee High School, Fall River.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1918.
To the Class of 1933:
"There is no duty we so much underrate as the duty of being
happy. A happy man or woman is a better thing to find than a
five pound note."
—
Robert Louis Stevenson.
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MAUDE B. GERRITSON
Church Street, Framingham, Mass.
English Composition, Literature
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; B.S. and A.B.,
Teachers College, Columbia University; M.A., Wellesley College.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1916.
To the Class of 1933:
"Beauty, truth, and goodness are not obsolete; they spring eternal
in the breast of man; they are as indigenous in Massachusetts as in
Tuscany or the Isles of Greece."
—
Ralph W. Emerson.
CORINNE E. HALL
16 Linder Terrace, Newton, Mass.
Household Administration and Practice Teaching
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; A.B., Denver
University; A.M., Teachers College and Special Diploma in House-
hold Arts, Columbia University; The University of California,
Berkley, California. Supervisor of Home Economics. Danbury,
Connecticut; Teacher of Foods. New York City; Manual Training
High School, Denver University and Massachusetts State College,
Amherst.
Began teaching at State Teachers College at Framingham in 19 20.
To the Class of 1933:
"The best corner stone of a country is the hearthstone."
EMMA A. HUNT
North Charlestown, New Hampshire
Hygiene, General Science
A.B.. Wellesley College, 1914; A.M., Teachers College. Columbia
University, 1925; Summer Session M. A. C. : Assistant Biology,
State Teachers College at Framingham. 1914-1915; Teacher Biology
and General Science, Framingham High School, 1915-1920;
Courses. Boston University and Alleghany School of Natural His-
tory; Member of New England Health Education Association, and
American Public Health Association.
Resumed teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in
1920.
To the Class of 1933:
"Faith and determination, rightly combined, remove mountains."
—Paul Brehm.
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RUTH G. KAISER
558 La Grange Street, West Roxbury, Mass.
Foods
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; B.S. at Fram-
ingham.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in
1925. To the Class of 1933:
"Happiness is a perfume you cannot pour on others without
getting a few drops on yourself."
—
Emerson.
EVELYN W. KEITH
Greendale Station, Worcester, Mass.
Head Matron, Instructor of Institutional Management
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham; Samaritan
Hospital, Troy, N. Y.
Teaching, Worcester; Head Dietitian and Instructor at Melrose
Hospital; Morton Hospital, Taunton; Margaret Pillsbury Hos-
pital, Concord, N. H.
Began duties in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1926.
To the Class of 1933:
"Who does his task from day to day
And meets whatever comes his way,
Believing God has willed it so,
Has found real greatness here below."
—Edgar Guest.
LOUISE KINGMAN
2001 Commonwealth Avenue, Brookline, Mass.
Speech, Physical Education, Director of Dramatics
Leland Powers School of Spoken Word, Boston: Diploma, State
Normal School, Framingham; Rice Summer School of Spoken
Word, Oak Bluffs.
Teacher of Speech and Physical Education in State Teachers
College at Framingham for 1917 to 1923. Leave of absence,
1923-24.
To the Class of 1933:
"Men are polished, through act and speech.
Each by each.
As pebbles are smoothed on the rolling beach."
—
John T. Trowbridge.
[30]
DOROTHY LARNED
30 Henry Street, Framingham, Mass.
French
A.B.. Mount Holyoke, 1912; M.A., Middlebury, 1931; Har-
vard; Penn State; Chateau du Montcel, Jouy-en-Josas; Alliance
Franchise: Universite de Paris. Institure de Phonetique; Framingham
High School. Teacher of French and German. 1914-1928;
Repetitrice d'Anglais, Ecole Normale d'Institutuice d'Angers, France,
1928-1929.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1929.
To the Class of 1933:
"Science can tell us what exists: but to compare the worths,
both of what exists and of what does not exist, we must consult
not science, but what Pascal calls our heart."
—William James.
LOU LOMBARD
29 Denwood Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland
Resident Supervisor of Vocational Household Arts
Diploma. State Normal School at Framingham: B.S.. Univer-
sity of Minnesota. Teacher of Cookery, Washington, D. C. : Home
Demonstration Agent, University of Minnesota; Instructor of Foods
in Teacher Training Department. University of Minnesota: Con-
sultant in Nutrition. Massachusetts Department of Health.
To the Class of 1933:
"Not in the clamor of the crowded street
Not in the shouts and plaudits of the throng,
But in ourselves, are triumph and defeat."
—Longfellow.
ELIZABETH C. MacMlLLAN
818 Manning Avenue, Westwood Hills, Wc;t Los Angeles. Calif.
Lunchroom /Management, Laundering, Household Administration,
Dietetics
Diploma. State Normal School at Framingham; B.S. at Fram-
ingham; M.A.. Teachers College. Columbia University: Certificate,
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital; Assistant Dietitian, Massachusetts
State College.
To the Class of 1933:
"If you have tried and tried again
Nor made your effort less
You really have succeeded then
For courage is success."
—"Cheerful Cherub."
[31]
WILLIAM H. D. MEIER
177 State Street, Framingham, Mass.
Head of Department of Biology
Diploma, Illinois State Normal University; A. M., Ph.D., Har-
vard. Teacher rural schools, principal high schools and superin-
tendent city schools in Illinois; Instructor Botany, Harvard Uni-
versity; Author "Herbarium and Plant Descriptions," "Plant
Study," "Animal Study," "School and Home Gardens," "Study
of Living Things," "Open Doors to Science" with Otis W. Caldwell,
"Exercises in Science" and "Essentials of Biology" with Lois
Meier, and Biology Notebook with Dorothy Meier.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1911.
To the Class of 1933:
"Happiness lies in the joy of achievement."
—President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
ARLINE POOLE
27 Owatoma Street, Auburndale, Mass.
Sophomore Clothing, Children's Clothing, Historic Textiles
Framingham Normal School; Massachusetts School of Art; B.S.,
Teachers College, Columbia University; Graduate Study, Columbia
University. Settlement worker, House of Seven Gables, Sa'.em, Mas-
sachusetts; Instructor of Clothing, Northfield Seminary, East North-
field, Massachusetts.
Began teaching at State Teachers College in 1929.
To the Class of 1933:
"He is a wise man who does not grieve for the thing which
he has not, but rejoices for those which he has." —Epictetus.
GLADYS M. QUANCE
75 Winthrop Street, Framingham, Mass.
Senior Cler\
Began duties in State Teachers College in 1931.
To the Class of 1933:
"The true liberty and grandeur of mankind are to be found along
the line of obedience to law and fidelity to duty."
—Henry Van Dyke.
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LOUIE B. RAMSDELL
9 Church Street, Framingham, Mass.
Geography, History
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; Ph.B., University
of Chicago; M.S., University of Chicago.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1913.
To the Class of 19 33:
"All prizes of life, that are worth while, are won by the faith
that makes us act."
ELLA C. RITCHIE
Endicott, New York
Librarian
Graduate, Centenary Collegiate Institute, Hackettstown, N. J.;
B.S., Simmons College; Courses at Boston University; Librarian
State Normal School, Bloomsburg, Pa.; Air Service, War Depart-
ment, D. C. ; Cataloguer Free Public Library, Endicott, N. Y.
To the Class of 1933:
"As you learn, teach; as you get, give; as you receive, distribute."
—Spurgeon.
FLORENCE I. ROBBINS, R.N.
120 Main Street, Avon, Mass.
Resident Tsfurse; Instructor of Home Hygiene and Care of the Sicl{
Diploma, Framingham Hospital.
Began duties in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1923.
To the Class of 19 33:
"All common things, each day's events,
That with the hour begin and end,
Our pleasures and our discontents,
Are rounds by which we may ascend."
—Longfellow.
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ANNE ROCHEFORT
3 5 Salem End Road, Framingham, Mass.
Director of Training and Instructor in Mathematics
Diploma, State Normal School at Bridgewater; B.S., Columbia
University; M.A., New York University.
Service in Public Schools of Massachusetts, Normal Practice School
at Framingham, Prince School of Store Service, Simmons College,
Cleveland School of Education, School of Education, New York
University.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1930.
To the Class of 1933:
"The peace of great seas be for you.
Wait on a hook of land, a rock footing
For you, wait in the salt wash.
The peace of great mountains be for you,
The sleep and the eyesight of eagles,
Sheet mist shadows and the long look across."
—Carl Sandburg.
DEBORAH M. RUSSELL
4 Hudson Street, Worcester, Mass.
Chemistry, Nutrition
Diploma, State Normal School, Framingham; Chief Dietitian,
Boston Floating Hospital; Summer Courses, Columbia University;
B.S., Teachers College, Columbia University; A.M., Columbia Uni-
versity; Courses, Boston University and Harvard University; Mem-
ber, American Chemical Society, American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1918.
To the Class of 1933:
"There is no storme but this
—Self-will or cowardise
—
That braves us out;
We raise the storme that mocks
Our peace, we set the rocks
Of fateful doubt.
Besides this fear of danger, there's no danger here;
And he that here fears danger, has himself to fear."
(Adapted)
—
Richard Crashaw— (1650 A.D.)
EDITH A. SAVAGE
Hampton, New Hampshire
Dean of Women
Diploma, State Teachers College at Framingham; Certificate for
Institutional Management from Simmons College; B.S. in Educa-
tion from Boston University. Teacher of grades in Agawane, Med-
field and Boston. Training teacher at Spelman College in At-
lanta, Georgia; Teacher and Social Worker at Welcome House and
Talitha Cumi in Boston; Director of Childrens' Home in Man-
chester, N. H.; House Director of the Y. W. C. A. in Holyoke,
Mass.
Began duties in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1923.
To the Class of 1933:
"What do we live for if it is not to make life less difficult for
each other?"
—
George Eliot.
£34]
ANNIE L. D. SWAN
1079 Adams Street, Dorchester, Mass.
Matron, Horace Mann Hall
Diploma, Posse-Nissen School of Physical Education.
Began duties in State Teachers College at Framingham in 1926.
To the Class of 1933:
"One of the greatest mysteries in the world is the success that lies
in conscientious work."
—
Calvin Coolidge.
DOROTHY E. WEEKS
Lawton Hall, Brattleboro, Vermont
Foods
Diploma, State Normal School at Framingham, 1919; Summet
School. Hyannis Normal; Boston University; B.S., Columbia Uni-
versity, 1926; Graduate Study, Columbia University.
Began teaching in State Teachers College at Framingham in 19 22.
To the Class of 1933:
"Take Joy home,
And make a place in thy great heart for her;
Then will she come, and oft sing to thee,
When thou art working in the furrows; aye.
Or weeding in the sacred hour of dawn.
It is a comedy fashion to be glad
—
Joy is the grace we say to God."
—Jean Ingelow.
LINWOOD L. WORKMAN
17 Church Street, Framingham, Mass.
Household Physics, Sociology and Social Problems
A.B., Colby College, 1902; Tufts College Summer School of
Biology, Harpswell, Maine, 1902; Ed.M., Graduate School of Edu-
cation. Harvard University, 1927.
Instructor at Colby Academy, Wakefield High. Watertown High;
Principal of Higgins Classical Institute, Principal of Peters High
School, Southboro.
Began teaching in State Teachers College, Framingham, Febru-
ary, 1912.
To the Class of 1933:
"It isn't so much where wc stand that counts, but in which
direction we are going." Oliver Wendell Holmes.
[35]
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JONATHAN MAYNARD SCHOOL
THE Jonathan Maynard Training School is a most important part of the Fram-ingham Teachers College. Girls from both the Household Arts and Elementary
Departments have part of their practice teaching here. The Household Arts girls
receive training in the foods and clothing classes of grades V to VIII. The Elementary
Department has experience in teaching in the entire eight grades, working with different
subjects.
The Training School will be one of our outstanding memories of F. T. C. Here
we found a continuous atmosphere of friendliness and guidance.
How well we will remember teaching those lessons under the helpful supervision
of Mr. Archibald, Miss Taylor, Miss Kingman, and Miss Allan for the Elementary's,
and Miss Hall and Miss Coss for the H. A.'s. Even some of us were able to have the
assistance of Miss Gerritson, Miss Carter, or Mr. Doner. After a kind suggestion from
them, everything seemed much easier.
We owe a great deal to the faculty of the Jonathan Maynard School for the
ready assistance always given and the many opportunities offered to us. We know
that all this help has given us a firm foundation for ourselves in the teaching field.
JONATHAN MAYNARD FACULTY
Lena Cushing, B.S., A.M., Principal.
Alice E. Joyce Eighth Grade
Edith C. Arey Seventh Grade
Mary L. Caunt Sixth Grade
Robinette Ward Sixth Grade
Ruth S. Dennett Fifth Grade
Mary P. Long Fourth and Fifth Grade
Louis2 F. Thatcher Fourth Grade
Maria E. Howes Third Grade
Jennis L. Gray, B.S.E Second and Third Grades
Florence M. Cook First Grade
[36]


SENIORS
HOUSEHOLD ARTS DEPARTMENT
ETHEL MAE ADAMS
182 Dewey Street, Worcester
October 29 Nutrition
House Councillor (3, 4); Chemistry Sub-Council (2); Council (2)
Chemistry Assistant (3, 4) ; A. A. (3) ; Home Economics Secretary (4)
Stunt Show (3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 4) ; Library Com. (4).
Here is a student who has climbed the highest heights,
And who always did aim to uphold her own rights,
Her talents are unlimited, there's nothing she can't do
—
Basketball, hockey, French and chemistry, too
—
Understanding, peppy, and always true;
Ethel—here are our wishes
—
"Success to you."
RUTH ALDEN
20 Boardman Street, Westboro
February 1 1 Nutrition
Commuters' Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics (4) ; Quiet and Order
Committee (4)
.
"A happy heart,
A smiling face.
And rounds of laughter
in between."
DOROTHY MAE ALLAIRE "Dot"
24 Elm Street, Hatfield
April 2 5 Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2); Home Economics (3, 4);
Glee Club (4); Choir (4); Class Hockey (2); Class Volley (1, 3);
House Councillor (1).
Dot's rather quiet
—
you may think she's shy.
But there's always a twinkle in her eye.
Auburn hair that sparkles—in her you find
A friend true and loyal at all times.
BETTY JOYCE BECKWITH "Belts"
43 Harvard Street, Springfield
March 8 Gen. Home Economics
A. A. (1); Quiet and Order Committee (1); Fine Arts (1, 2); Class
Treasurer (2, 4); House Vice-President (3); Home Economics (3, 4):
Choir (4) ; Musical Clubs (4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Cabinet (4).
Take a blue-eyed blond,
Add a lot of wit,
With feminine charm combined.
Then a laughing smile,
And a friendly way;
It's our capable, practical "Betts", you'll find.
[40]
MARIE BLAIKIE
38 Elm Street, Wakefield
May 4 Gen. Home Economics
Chemistry Sub-Council (1); Class Vice-President (2); Fine Arts Club
(1. 2, 3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1) ; Home Economics (3. 4); Editor of the
Gate Post (3, 4); Student Government Council (3, 4).
Conscientious, reliant, and independent,
Keen, determined, she gains her goals.
Creating happy spirit wherever she goes
A real good friend to all she knows.
MARJORIE BRIER "Marge"
47 Bushnell Street, Ashmont
February 24 Nutrition
Musical Clubs, Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Choir (4) ;
Home Economics (3, 4); Y. W. C. A. (1. 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4);
Stunt Night (2. 3, 4); Class Basketball (2, 4).
Merry
Ambitious
Ready
Gracious
Energetic
These are only a few of the best qualities of our Marge who
has given us much joy and happiness during these four years.
MARGARET BRIGGS "Brigsie"
23 Bellevue Avenue, Adams
January 9 Nutrition
A. A. (1,2. 3, 4) ; Stunt Night (1) ; Home Economics (3. 4) ; Y. W.
C. A. (4); Harvard Sub Hockey (2); Junior Prom Committee (3);
Commuters' Organization (2, 3).
Conscientious, capable, her four years through;
A loyal friend, straight forward, true;
Thoughtful of others, jolly, too.
Success in the future in all you do.
LOUISE SIGOURNEY BULLARD
Crak; Road, Rochdale
October 21 Nutrition
A. A. (1.2. 3. 4) : Baseball Manager (2) ; House Councillor (3) ; Home
Economics (3) : Y. W. C. A. (1, 2. 3. 4) ; Class Basketball (1. 2, 3, 4) ;
Class Baseball (2. 3, 4); Class Hockey (1, 2, 3); Yale Basketball
(1, 2. 4) : Stunt Show (2).
It has been a joy to know Louise— Louise
with her many friends, her love of sport, and
her far reaching sincerity. We love her laughter
— the twinkle of h«r eye.
[41]
LAURA JESSIE BURGESS "Lollie'
53 Summer Street, Manchester
February 22 Gen. Home Economics
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2); Student Government (2);
House President Peirce (2); Basketball (2, 3, 4); Volleyball (3):
Manager (4): Student Government Dance Committee (2).
"A helping hand she is ready to lend
To anyone, especially a friend;
Very good hearted, loving and kind,
A truer friend you'll never find."
ALICE L. CAMPBELL "Al"
95 Alban Street, Dorchester
June 1 5 Gen. Home Economics
Managing Editor of The Dial (4) ; General Chairman of Dial Dance (4) ;
Home Economics (3, 4), Treasurer (4); A. A. (4); Commuters' Club
(1) ; Quiet and Order Committee (3) ; Chemistry Sub Council (1, 2) ;
Class Hockey (1); Class Basketball (1); Junior Prom Committee (3).
Alice is a student though she's not a grind,
She's very energetic while work she doesn't mind,
A friend to all who meet her, jolly and full of fun.
Here's wishing her success in the years that are to come.
GENEVIEVE MAY COCHRAN "Gene"
9 Sturgis Street, Worcester
February 4 Nutrition
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (2, 3); Stunt Show
(3); Class Baseball Team (3).
A health to our pal — her name is "Gene",
She's cute, she's clever, she's gay as a queen;
She cooks, sews, and reads as real students do,
As for dances and sports — I'll leave that to you!
HELEN CONDIT
97 Morton Street, Newton Centre
October 2 Nutrition
Fine Arts (1) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Home Economics
(3) ; Yale Hockey (1) ; Captain Class Hockey (1).
Ever smiling, ever gay,
She's won our hearts in every way,
And although she may look small,
Her friendly way includes us all.
£42]
MARGARET ADONAI COULTER "Marge"
72 Tyndale Street, Roslindale
January 2 Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; A. A. (1) ; Fine Arts (2, 3) ; Home Economics
(3); House Councillor (3); Junior Prom Committee (3); Assistant
Literary Editor of Gate Post (3, 4).
Pretty, petite, dark-haired and brown-eyed, sometimes pensive, some-
times gay — that's Margaret. Her ability as an author should win her
great fame.
MARION H. CRITTENDON "Critty"
Otis
August 14 Nutrition
President of Peirce Hall (4) ; Choir (4) ; Student Government Dance
Committee (4); Stunt Show (2); Class Baseball (2, 3); Class Volley-
ball (3, 4); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3): A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts
(1, 2, 3); Dormitory Council (4); Student Government Council (4).
Two eyes of blue come smiling through,
Backed by a cheery disposition and a high I. Q.,
Spiced with efficiency, an ambitious spark,
And great accomplishments up to the mark.
All belong to — yes, our "Critty Petite",
Whose friendship will ever be counted a treat.
HELEN RUTH CROCKETT
50 Atherton Street, Roxbury
February 1 2 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts ( 1 , 2, 3) ; A. A. ( 1 . 2) ; Y. W. C. A. ( 1 ) ; House Coun-
cillor (2, 3).
Although she's very quiet
And a little bit shy
All those who really know her
Find her always willing to try.
MARGARET FRANCES CUSSEN "Peg'
10 Corona Street, Dorchester
September 1 6 Gen. Home Economics
A'Kempis Club (1. 2, 4) : Fine Arts (3. 4) : Home Economics (3, 4)
Commuters' Club (1, 2); Stunt Show (4).
One of the nicest friends is Peg.
One of the best of pals we have.
For with her cheery smile
She is really a friend worthwhile.
[43]
WINIFRED B. DANFORTH "Winnie"
Reservoir Street, Holden
March 24 Nutrition
House Councillor (1, 4); Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4), Cabinet (2, 3);
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Chemistry Assistant (4) ; President Class and
Club Council (4); Junior Prom Committee (3); Chairman C. C. C.
Dance (4); Library Committee (3); Class Hockey and Volleyball (1).
Winnie we know will meet her goal,
Playing her part whatever the role.
She's capable and true
In whatever she has to do.
Winnie — here's best of luck to you
!
DORIS I. DAVIS
3 3 Acton Street, Arlington
September 1 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3).
She's merry and witty and pleasant to know
And she's made many friends with her cheery "hello.
'Dot'
MARY PATRICIA DEVINY "Mary Dev"
2 Carlisle Street, Worcester
March 24 Gen. Home Economics
A'Kempis (1, 2. 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ;
Basketball Class Team (1, 2).
Eyes that sparkle, eyes that glisten.
Voice to which you love to listen.
Pleasant nature, a pal true blue
That's Mary Dev thru and thru.
MARGARET ELIZABETH DUGAN "Dilly"
28 North Main Street, Webster
October 24 Gen. Home Economics
House Councillor (1, 4); Fine Arts Club (1, 3, 4); Home Economics
(3, 4); A'Kempis (1, 2); A. A. (1).
Dilly is the happy girl
You meet on third floor south;
She always has a happy word,
And never a down-turned mouth.
A bit of song, a clever joke,
Always a pleasant smile.
Why, she's the girl who's made us feel
That life is so worth-while.
[44]
ESTHER LOUISE DUNHAM
18 Gilman Street, Holyoke
July 8 Nutrition
A. A. (1, 2, 3. 4); Y. W. C. A. (1, 4); Home Economics (3); Glee
Club (2. 3, 4); Orchestra (1, 2, 3. 4); Fine Arts (2); Student Gov-
ernment (3); President Crocker Hall (3); Choir (4); Chemistry Sub
Council (4) ; Chemistry Assistant (4) ; Harvard Basketball (2, 3, 4) ;
Class Baseball (3); House Councillor (2); Stunt Show (2).
She's a friend loyal and true
Giving joy and happiness, too,
To do it well, her only care
Can't you tell.''
(She has blonde hair).
ARLENE ISABELLE ECCLES
12 Annapolis Road, West Newton
September 9 Nutrition
Y, W. C. A. (1); A. A. (2, 3, 4); Home Economics (3, 4); Glee
Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Stunt Show (3); Class Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4);
Harvard Basketball (2, 3, 4), Captain (4); Commuters' Organiza-
tion (4); Class Basketball and Hockey (2, 3).
Basketball knows you for a clear head and keen eye,
It celebrates your sportsmanship.
We love you for your wit, your humor, your laughter and fun.
ABIGAIL FLAGG "Ab" "Gail"
Great Road, Littleton
April 22 Nutrition
Y. W. C. A. (1); A. A. (2. 3, 4); Home Economics (3, 4); Harvard
Hockey (3); Class Hockey (3); Class Basketball Captain (4); Class
Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4); Choir (4); Stunt Show (1, 2); Chemistry
Sub-Council (2).
A regular sport always doing her part,
In work or in play right from the start,
Laughing and lovable, good-natured and kind,
A truer friend one never can find.
RUTH FLETCHER "Fletch"
3T Witherbee Street, Marlhoroio 1
1
August 23 Nutrition
Home Economics (3. 4): Commuters' Organization (1. 2. 3, 4); Glee
Club (1, 2, 3. 4); Y. W. C. A. (2, 3): Fine Arts (1, 2).
Ruth's a girl who neither worries nor frets,
Thus we all envy her. you can just bet.
Helpful and thoughtful, a friend just and true.
She's great to have around when one's feeling blue.
C45]
Economics
Y. W. C. A.
"Peg"
(1. 2);
) ; House
MARGARET ELIZABETH FOSTER
Westford
November 24 Gen. Home
Home Economics (3, 4); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4)
Class Basketball (1, 2); Class Basketball (3); Stunt Show
Councillor (2); Class Hockey and Volleyball (1, 3).
We admire Peg,
For she will never shirk;
We know that she'll do
Whatever is her work.
ELIZABETH FREEBORN GARDNER "Liz"
108 Main Street, Nantucket
March 4 Gen. Home Economics
Glee Club (1, 2) ; Choir (4) ; Musical Clubs (1, 2, 4) ; Home Economics
(3) ; Fine Arts Club (3, 4) ; Junior Prom Committee (3) ; Stunt Show
(1, 3, 4); Gate Post Staff (3, 4); Yale Toast Mistress (4); Dial
Dance Committee (4) ; Dial Staff Art Editor (4) ; Chairman of Class
Day Play (4).
A shout, a laugh, a noise in the hall,
We know it is "Liz" coming to call.
Yes, here she is with her smile so gay
That is so seldom driven away.
A girl of vigor, pep and fun
Is she, all wrapped in one.
KATHRYN PATRICIA GAVIN "Kay"
Brimfield
December 18 Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4) : Home Economics (4) ;
House Councillor (4); Chemistry Sub-Council (4); Chemistry Assistant
(4) ; Gate Post Staff (3) ; Senior Prom (4).
No matter what Kay's doing
We always find this true;
She has a constant thirst for knowledge,
And the ambition to see it through.
Her charm lies in her stability,
There's no end to her ability.
DOROTHY CARLISLE GILMAN "Dot"
472'/2 Hancock Street, Norfolk Downs
July 5 Gen. Home Economics
Junior Prom Committee (3) ; Chairman of Speakers for Student Govern-
ment (2, 41; President Horace Mann (4); Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4),
Treasurer (2); Y. W. C. A. (2); Harvard and Class Hockey (2);
Student Government (2, 4): Toast Mistress-Harvard (4); A. A. (1);
Chairman of Handbook Committee (4); Student Government Dance
Committee (4); Dormitory Council (4).
She's there in work, she's there in fun, and from her duty shall
never run. That's Dottie all over: she's worked hard in class and outside
of class. Her cheerfulness has made her welcome in every gathering
—
realizing that everyone can have a friend who knows how to be one, she
has tried to make this world a world of friends.
[46]
DOROTHY C. GILMORE . "Dot"
20 Main Street, Leominster
February 21 Gen. Home Economics
A. A. (1, 3, 4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; House Councillor (1, 3, 4) ;
Quiet and Order Committee (2) ; House Treasurer (4) ; Gate Post
Staff (3) ; Junior Prom Committee (3) ; Dial Dance Committee (4) ;
Editor of Dial (4).
Here is a girl that's a friend to all,
Dark, and snappy and not too tall.
She's energetic and a willing worker,
On the job and not a shirker,
We all admire her constant pluck,
So to you. Dot — "We wish you luck."
HELEN JOSEPHINE GLIDDEN "Glidden"
9 Landon Circle, Lynn
February 22 Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4): Fine Arts (1, 2): Home Economics (3):
A. A. Stunt (4); Junior Prom Committee (3).
She's helpful, she's loyal,
She's laughing, she's true.
And there, my dear friends
Is "Glidden" for you.
CATHERINE LOUISE GOOD "Goodie"
52 Wendell Street, Cambridge
March 26 Nutrition
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4), Federation Delegate (3); Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4);
Home Economics (3); Library Committee (4); Quiet and Order Com-
mittee (2. 4) : Chairman of Dining Room Committee (4) ; House Coun-
cillor (1, 2, 3); Freshman-Senior Week Committee (4).
Hers is not a brilliant style,
Hers is not a forceful way,
But she has a gentle smile.
And a kindly word to say.
ELIZABETH HALL GOULD "Betty"
22 Chestnut Street, Wakefield
September 1 3 Nutrition
House Councillor (1); Chemistry Council (1): Chemistry Sub-Council
(2) ; Fine Arts (2. 3) : Home Economics (3) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2, 3. 4),
President (4) : Class and Club Council (4) ; Dial Staff (4) ; Chairman
Arbor Day (4); Class and Club Dance Committee (4).
A friend to one, a friend to all,
True blue, loyal, and willing.
Ever ready to cheer, ever ready to help.
Ever ready for fun. thorough and sure,
That's Betty clear through.
[47]
ROSAMOND VIRGINIA HENRY "Rosie'
162 Barlow Street, Fall River
April 2 Gen. Home Economics
Glee Club (3, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics (3);
Girls' Friendly (1).
A great little pal who makes us laugh
With her ready wit and clever remarks,
And that isn't all, for you'll find
At art and music and books she shines!
Clinton
Nutrition
4) ; Home Economics
FLORA EMILY HOFFMAN
6 Birch Street
September 22
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3,
Y. W. C. A. (3) ; Fine Arts (3).
Dark hair and laughing eyes,
A nimble brain that is a prize,
A warm smile and a willing hand
We'll all cheer for the girl — she's grand
"Flo"
(3);
HELMI AMANDA HOLMLUND
71 Barthel Avenue, Gardner
February 23
Musical Clubs, Choir
Y. W. C. A. (3, 4) ; Secretary (4)
Economics (3, 4)
.
Ever faithful
Ever true
A pal to all
A friend —
Nutrition
(4); Glee Club (4); Fine Arts (1,
House Councillor (2, 4)
Chic"
2, 3);
; Home
you knew.
HILDEGARDE BAKER JAMES
23 Evergreen Street, Framingham
December 26 Nutrition
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3, 4).
A girl who plays, and paints, and sings,
Writes clever poems, and witty things.
Who has a smile for everyone;
We wish her luck in years to come.
'Hilda'
£48]
JOSEPHINE MARY LYNES
Shewsderry Street, North Grafton
June 2 Gen. Home Economics
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4): Commuters' Organization (1, 2).
Never a care, worry, or sorrow,
Always a smile for today — for tomorrow.
Willing to lend, or to help any friend
Never a fusser, complainer or shirker
This smiling young lady we call
Just "Joe Lynes"
'Joe'
MARION MILES
16 Taconic Avenue, Great Barrington
July 1 Nutrition
Y. W. C A. (1); House Councillor (1); Fine Arts (3, 4)
Economics (3, 4); Chemistry Sub-Council (3).
She's sometimes quiet
—
you may think her shy,
But there's always mischief in her eye.
When there's work—it's sure to be done.
And neither does she miss any fun.
'Susie"
Home
MARGARET ELEANOR NOONAN
68 Bellingham Street, Chelsea
November 18 Nutrition
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3, 4); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3, 4)
Economics (4) : Fine Arts (4).
One of the nicest of friends is Peg.
One of the best of pals to have,
lor with her cheery smile
She really makes a friend worthwhile.
"Peg'
Home
EVELYN PHYLLIS NORBY "Evie"
482 Eastern Avenue, Lynn
August 14 Gen. Home Economics
Vice-President of Home Economics Club (3), President (4); Class and
Club Council (4) ; Dial Staff (4) : Class Day Committee (4) ; Treasurer
of Class (3): Stunt Night (1. 2. 4): Fine Arts (1, 2, 4); House
Councillor (4): Junior Prom Committee (3).
She's peppy, witty, loyal, true.
And always smiling up at you,
So snappy, happy, joyful, she
Sets our hearts from worry free.
[49]
ELEANORE JEAN NOYES
16 Fletcher Street, Roslindale
July 2 2 Gen. Home Economics
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 4); Fine Arts (2).
To lend a helping hand
Wherever there is demand.
She will stand by as a friend,
And smile until the very end.
PAULINE JOSEPHINE ORSI "Bub"
66 Arlington Street, Taunton
November 22 Nutrition
A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4), Publicity Manager (4); Stunt Night (1, 2), Chair-
man (3); Fine Arts (1, 2); Y. W. C. A. (1); A'Kempis (2, 4);
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Dial Staff (4) ; Dial Dance Committee (4) ;
House Councillor (1, 4); Quiet and Order Committee (3); Harvard
Hockey (2. 3) ; Captain (3) ; Harvard Sub Basketball (1, 2, 3), Harvard
Basketball (4) ; Class Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Class Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
Class Baseball (1, 2, 3) ; Class Volleyball (1, 2, 3).
She is a friend to all and right from the start
In athletics she has never been excelled.
A regular sport who always does her part.
While to be able to count her as a friend.
Is to know loyalty unto the end.
RUTH PEABODY OSBORNE
271 Lowell Street, Peabody
April 6 Nutrition
President of Peirce Hall (1) ; House Councillor (1, 4) ; Fine Arts (2, 3) ;
Home Economics (3, 4) ; Treasurer (3) ; Y. W. C. A. (3,4); Student
Government Council (1, 2); Photograph Committee Chairman (4);
Student Government Dance Committee (1, 2).
A friend indeed, we have had
All through our college years.
Straight-forward, loyal and true
To all who have needed you.
RUTH LOWERY PARKER "Parker"
40 High Street, West Springfield
July 25 Gen. Home Economics
Student Government Council (4); Class Secretary (1, 2); Class Presi-
dent (4); House Councillor ( 1 ) ; Y. W. C. A. ( 1 , 2, 3, 4) , Under-
graduate Representative (2), President (3); A. A. (1, 2); Stunt Show
(2); Home Economics (3); Fine Arts (1, 2, 3. 4); Class and Club
Council (2, 3, 4) ; Senior Prom Chairman (4) ; C. C. C. Dance Com-
mittee (4); Chemistry Council (3).
Seeing her is knowing her, and knowing her is loving her.
[50]
MARY FRASER PARTRIDGE
50 Walnut Avenue, Andover
July 3 Nutrition
Student Government President (4), Secretary (3); Student Government
Council (2, 3, 4); Class President (2, 3); Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4);
Home Economics (3, 4) ; C. C. C. Dance Committee (2, 3, 4) ; Junior
Prom Chairman (3); Chairman Student Government Dance (4); Senior
Prom Committee (4); Ring Committee (3); Chemistry Council (1);
Budget Book Committee (2).
There's laughter in those eyes and kindne:s in that smile. With a
will to do, Mary has always found a way. With her abilities and her
loving heart, who could be a better friend than she?
HARRIETTE ELIZABETH PIPE "Betty"
47 Maple Road, Melrose Highlands
October 18 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts Club (1, 2, 3, 4), President (4), Play (2. 3, 4); Class and
Club Council (4); Junior Prom Committee (3); Musical Clubs (2, 3,
4); Choir (3, 4); Chemistry Sub-Council (1); Class Day Committee
(4); Glee Club (2); C. C. C. Dance (4); House Activities Committee
(4); House Councillor (4).
Betty's fair! She moves with grace.
Titian hair waves 'round her face.
Sparkling eyes of 'golden brown,
Not a lovelier maid in town.
Oh, she is a loyal friend,
Upon Betty we depend!
Class
Dial
EDNA L. PURCELL "Ed'
72 Woodland Road, Jamaica Plain
March 30 Gen. Home Economics
Home Economics (3. 4); Fine Arts (3); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3);
Basketball (1): Junior Prom Committee (3); Dial Staff (4);
Dance Committee (4).
There's a certain satisfaction
To have known a friend that's true,
One that's ready for reaction
And will see her task right through.
Ed's a wonderful example
With her talents more than ample,
Here's luck to her in all that she may do.
HAZEL CODNER RAMSAY "Haze"
257 North Central Avenue, Wollaston
June 26 Nutrition
Glee Club (1. 2. 3. 4) ; Fine Arts (1. 2. 4) : Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4),
Cabinet (4) ; Choir (3. 4) : Student Government Council (4) ; Chairman
of Quiet and Order Committee (4); Student Government Dance Com-
mittee (4).
Hazel, so quiet and unassuming,
With eyes of merriment gleaming
Is clever, unprclentious, too.
In gaining what she sets out to do.
[51 1
CAROLYN JONES "Jonesie" "Carol"
946 No. Main Street, Brockton
May 10 Nutrition
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ;
Chairman of Program, Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Dining Room Committee (2) ;
Stunt Show (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Junior Prom Committee (3).
For four long years, Carol has brought
A smile to us with each morbid thought,
She's up in the morn', with a smile and a song,
And she's happy and cheery, all the day long.
MADELEINE KIMBALL "Mad" "Maddy"
8 Avon Street, Andover
June 1 Nutrition
Fine Arts (1, 4); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2); A. A. (3); Harvard Hockey
(2, 3) ; Class Hockey (2, 3) ; Junior Prom Committee (3) ; House
Councillor (4) ; Class Day Committee (4) ; Senior Librarian (4).
Many a laugh to us she has given
Answering jests with quick decision,
A regular sport always doing her part,
Putting herself in with all her heart,
Conscientious, friendly, and loyal gives
you the gist of her.
EDITH KIRKMAN "Kirky"
9 Amory Street, Lynn
January 9 Nutrition
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3); Home Economics (3, 4); Junior Prom Com-
mittee (3).
Edith is quiet,
Edith is sweet,
Edith's a friend
And a joy to meet.
MILDRED EMMELINE LEKBERG "Milly"
MlLLBURY
October 31 Nutrition
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts (2, 3); Stunt Show
(3) ; Class Basketball (3).
Milly, with her winning smile,
And a cheerful word or two,
Is interested in things worthwhile.
And she's jolly company, too.
[52]
GEORGIA KNIGHT REED
Southern Avenue, South Essex
June 5 Nutrition
A. A. (2, 3, 4); Harvard Hockey (3); Home Economics (3, 4)
Y. W. C. A. (1, 4).
Happy and carefree all the while;
Her secret lies within her smile.
MARJORIE ESTELLE REED
56 Hali. Avenue
May 14
A. A. (1. 2, 4); Home Economics (3, 4)
(3); Baseball (2, 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2
To a hospital you'll away,
Little time there'll be to play.
But we're sure you will succeed
And of advice there is no need.
"Marj"
SOMERVILLE
Nutrition
Fine Arts (3) ; Volleyball
4).
KATHERINE ELIZABETH ROGERS "Kay"
104 Lakewood Street, Worcester
September 4 Gen. Home Economics
Yale Basketball (1, 2, 4), Captain (4) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Commuters"
Organization (1, 2, 4), Activity (1, 2, 3); Fine Arts (1, 2); Class
Hockey (1, 2, 3).
In sports she's always at the top
In work, she's right there, too.
Her friendliness and jolly smile
Have proved that she's true blue.
MERCEDES EVEYLENF ROYCE "Merce"
61 South Main Street, Natick
July 20 Nutrition
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3, 4); A. A. (1, 4); Home Economics
(3, 4): Volleyball (3); Baseball (3).
Willing to work or ready to play.
Light-heartedly "Merce" goes on her way.
Jolly companion and helpful friend,
We wish her success without end.
[ 53 ]
MARY HELEN RUSSO
176 Dedham Street, Newton Highlands
December 19 Nutrition
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics (3); A'Kempis (1, 2)
Commuters' Organization (4) ; Chemistry Council (3, 4/; President (4)
Chemistry Assistant (4) ; Gate Post Staff (3, 4) ; Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4)
Choir (3) ; Dial Staff (4).
A kindly heart; a loving word,
A little humor now and then,
A true and helpful classmate,
A friend worth having to the end.
BEULAH MIRIAM SCHAFER
26 Pearl Street, Westfield
Nutrition
Fine Arts (3, 4) ; Home
Harvard Costume Com-
4), Senior Reporter (4) ;
May 12
House Councillor (2) ; Y. W. C. A. (2, 4) ;
Economics (3, 4) ; Chemistry Assistant (4)
mittee (2) ; Assistant Editor of the Gatepost (3
Class Gift Committee (4).
Beulah, the girl with a high I. Q.,
A true friend and a good sport, too.
Who has time to read library books galore;
While text books to the rest of us become a bore:
Has been an efficient student it may ever be said,
And here's a rousing vote to her success in life ahead
MARY SECOR "Seccor"
207 Park Street, North Attleboro
August 9 Nutrition
House Councillor (1) ; Quiet and Order Committee (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A.
(1, 2); Vice-President (2); Fine Arts (1. 2, 3, 4), Vice-President (2),
Secretary (3), Treasurer (4); Dining Room Committee (2); Stunt
Show (1, 2, 3, 4); Gate Post (3, 4); Junior Prom Committee (3);
Home Economics Club (3, 4) ; School News Reporter (3, 4).
Our news reported for all our school data
Is always good-natured and gay.
She's pretty to walk with
And witty to talk with;
Most efficient in every way.
RITA SIMONS "Rida"
91 West Cottage Street, Roxbury
February 1 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3) ; Home Economics (3) ; Stunt Show (1, 2) ; Director
Y. W. Christmas Play (4); House Councillor (1, 2, 3); House Treas-
urer (1); Committee Christmas Pageant (4).
Rita is peppy
And full of vim
But true to her work,
She'll surely win.
I?4]
MILDRED VERNA SMITH "Mike"
Exchange Street, Millis
August 20 Gen. Home Economics
Student Government (1); Vice-President of Freshman Class; Secretary
of Chemistry Council (2) ; House President (2) ; Hand Book Commit-
tee (2); Business Manager of Gate Post (3); Treasurer of Student
Government (4) ; Treasurer of Budget Fund (4) ; Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4) ;
A. A. (1,2); Home Economics (3).
A girl of high ideals, a wealth of common sense, a sense of humor,
honest to the core and a straight shooter in every sense.
ELIZABETH KATHERINE SULLIVAN "Betty"
517 Fourth Street, Fall River
June 1 1 Nutrition
A'Kempis (1,2); A. A. (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Basketball (2, 3) ; Volleyball (3) ;
Choir (4); Student Government (1, 2), Student Government Dance
Committee (2); Home Economics (2).
Betty's a girl who is helpful and true,
Great to have near when one is blue.
Of witty remarks she has a good store
Which just makes her classmates love her the more.
RUTH ISABEL SWEENEY
19 Hiawatha Street, Springfield
October 1 Nutrition
Fine Arts (1, 2) ; Home Economics (4) ; Stunt Show (1, 2).
Tall and stately is our Ruth,
With a smile that is very pleasing.
A friend which we are proud to have
And a sympathy never ceasing.
FLORA TAIT
73 Hartwell Street, Southbridge
February 9 Gen. Home Economics
"Taitie"
Fine Arts (1, 3, 4) ; Secretary Peirce Hall (1) ; Y. W.
A. A. (1); Stunt Show (1); Home Economics (3)
(4); Dining Room Committee (4); Choir (4).
Always happy, never blue.
Always helpful, cheerful and true,
Very good hearted, loving and kind,
A truer friend you'll never find.
C. A. (1, 2, 3) ;
Library Council
[55]
ELSIE ANNIE V. TURGISS "Elsa"
145 Washington Street, Woburn
April 14 Gen. Home Economics
House Councillor (2); Y. W. C. A. (1, 4); Fine Arts (1, 2); A. A.
(1, 2, 3, 4); Captain Volleyball (2); Basketball (1, 2, 4); Yale Sub-
Hockey (2) ; Choir (4) ; Home Economics (3, 4).
Conscientious, steadfast and true,
Are words, Elsie, coined to fit you.
In all of your work at school or play,
You've followed these attributes every day.
Next year and always, we wish you cheer,
May you win other hearts as you've won them here.
ELEANOR ELIZABETH WAGNER "Wags"
42 Marlborough Street, Lowell
December 27 Nutrition
Hou;c Vice-President (4) ; House Treasurer (3) ; Choir (4) ; Home
Economics (3, 4); Fine Arts (3, 4); Stunt Show (1, 2, 4); Parents'
Day Chairman (4); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2); House Councillor (4).
Here's a tiny verse for a tiny miss
Who has given us joy and happiness.
Her smiling brown eyes and her winsome ways,
Have brightened the hours of our college days.
GERALDINE W1NCHENBAUGH "Jerry"
14 Hartford Street, Bedford
April 23 Gen. Home Economics
Student Government Council (3, 4); Y. W. C. A. (1, 4); Home
Economics (3, 4); Fine Art3 (1, 2, 3, 4): Dial Staff (4); Student
Government Dance Committee (4); Dial Dance Committee (4); Gate
Post Staff (3, 4) ; Chairman of Home Economics Activity (4).
Always a cheery lass,
And a faithful friend, too;
In pleasure, work, or class,
Jerry makes her debut.
Just ask those on Student Government,
Or the Dial Staff will do
—
They'll say, "By heaven above,
This girl is real true blue!"
SPECIAL STUDENTS
MARION E. FORBES
8 Triangle Street, Amherst
November 28
Student Matron at Crocker.
"Kind hearts are the gardens.
Kind thoughts are the roots,
Kind words are the blossoms.
Kind deeds are the fruits."
Special
[56]
MARY POZZI
36 Porter Street, North Adams
May 25 Special
Glee Club; Choir; Student Matron at Crocker.
"Determination is the basis of success."
VOCATIONAL DEPARTMENT
DOROTHY VIOLA CARTWRIGHT "Dot"
141 Acushnet Avenue, New Bedford
October 6 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Fine Arts Play (1); Home Economics
(3, 4) ; House Councillor (3) ; Dial Staff (4) ; Quiet and Order Com-
mittee (4) ; Choir (4)
.
Conscientious and sincere,
That's why we all like you
Dotty, dear.
MARTHA DENNIS "Mattie'
9 Rockland Street, Dartmouth
Nutrition
Y. W. C. A. (2, 3, 4); Home Economics (3, 4); Fine Arts (4)
House Councillor (3. 4) : Sub. Hockey Team (2, 3).
The fairest gleam is in her eyes,
And in her mind are books of the wise.
MARY LOUISE DOWNS "Maizie'
13 BUFFINGTON STREET, FALL RlVER
December 5 Gen. Home Economics
A. A. ( 1 ) ; House Councillor ( 1 ) : Quiet and Order Committee ( 1 . 2. 3)
A'Kempis (1, 2, 4); Fine Arts (3. 4): Home Economics (3, 4).
A rare good nature.
A lilting laugh,
A friend in need,
A pal indeed.
[57]
AGNES MURRAY HORNBY "Ag"
Pleasant Street, Dighton
November 2 1 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts ( 1 , 2, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (2) ; A. A. (1) : Choir (4) ; House
Councillor (1) ; Harvard Hockey Sub (2, 4) ; Fine Arts Play (4).
She's known about the campus as a charming, friendly girl.
Her winning way has made her welcome in each and every whirl.
Where'er she ever goes, whate'er she does.
This jolly pal will always be just our "Ag" to us.
PAULINE JEFFERIES "Jeff"
245 Hayden Street, Orange
September 25 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Y. W. C. A. (1, 2) ; Home Economics (3, 4) ;
A. A. (1, 2); Glee Club (4); Choir (4).
Friend of happiness, kind and sincere,
This is Pauline, as we know her here.
Always ready, ever steady
To do her part in each whirling eddy.
Both in teaching and club work
Her leadership lurks.
So here's to you with all your pluck.
MIRIAM KNOWLTON "Mim"
Grafton, Mass.
Gen. Home Economics
A. A. (1) ; Y. W. C. A. (2) ; Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4) ; Home Economics
(3, 4) ; Student Government Committee (2) ; Quiet and Order Com-
mittee (1); House Councillor (1); Choir Leader (4).
Her personality, her charm.
Her cute little grin,
Makes everyone glad
To know our "Mim"
HELEN ELIZABETH McELROY
10 Dresser Avenue, Great Barrington
October 5 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics (3, 4).
Beautiful, and brilliant, too!
It's not imagination.
This, of Helen we know is true;
Such a combination!
"Mac'
[58]
VIOLA A. MESSER "Messer'
237 Pelham Street, Methuen
February 24 Gen. Home Economics
Y. W. C. A. (4); Home Economics (4); A. A. (3); Fine Arts (4);
Hockey (2) ; Basketball (1, 2).
Good natured, full of wit, humorous, and cute.
Are just some of Viola's attributes,
When it comes to club work and leadership she's there,
And no one could fill the place of this girl so rare.
Always in her studies she ranks just as high,
And if success doesn't follow her we'd like to know why.
HELEN ELIZABETH RIDDERSTROM "Riddie'
12 West Baltimore Street, Lynn
August 18 Nutrition
Fine Arts (1, 2, 3, 4); Home Economics (1, 3, 4); Glee Club (4);
Choir (4).
"There is no impossibility to her
Who stands prepared to conquer every hazard."
ANNA JOSEPHINE SMITH "Anna J"
Beverly
October 2 8 Gen. Home Economics
Choir (4); Stunt Show (1, 2): House Councillor (4); House Secre-
tary (2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1,4); Home Economics (4).
A loyal friend, tried and true;
Sparkling eyes, a keen mind, too.
What else could one wish
For this light haired miss.
Than great success
With a capital "S".
LILLIAN DAVIDSON STONE "Lil"
216 Main Street, Woburn
January 23 Gen. Home Economics
Fine Arts (1, 3. 4): A. A. (1); House Councillor (4); Home Eco-
nomics (3, 4) ; Y. \V. C. A. (2).
She has a mind of her own,
A will to do.
She's full of fun,
friend that's true.
[59]
ELEMENTARY DEPARTMENT
FLORENCE KATHERINE BACIGALUPO "Flo"
61 Coolidge Street, Sherborn
November 30
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Glee Club
(1, 2, 3); Choir (3): Glee Club Librarian (3), Chairman Candlelight
Service (3); Junior Prom Committee (2); Dial Staff (3); Chairman
of Music Commuters' Activity (3) ; Glee Club Concert Committee (2) ;
Commuters' Cabaret (2).
Individual, attractive, humorous, and sweet,
Happy, sincere, a joy to meet,
A great big smile, a heart full of fun,
A loyal friend to everyone.
BARBARA BELL
808 Main Street, Waltham
November 4
Y. W. C. A. (1); Commuters' Organization (2, 3).
Witty at times, yet self-possessed,
Daintily shod and tastefully dressed;
Candid, wholesome,
Willing, true,
That's what makes us all love you.
'Bell'
SIMMONNE THERESA BOUVIER
91 Church Street, Whitinsville
April 1
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3); House Councillor (2).
O, the world is wide and the world is grand.
And there's little or nothing new,
But the sweetest thing is the grip of the hand
Of the friend that's tried and true.
BARBARA BROWN "Bob"
26 Tremont Street, Marlboro
October 14
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); A'Kempis (1); Class and Club
Council (2); Student Government Council (2); Choir (3); Glee Club
(2. 3); Musical Club Secretary (3); Class Basketball (1, 3): Class
Baseball and Volleyball (2); Class Day Chairman (3); Commuters'
Activity (1, 3) ; Dial Staff (3) ; Commuters' Organization President (2).
With ambition untold,
Barbara goes to history or gym.
Always with a smile,
And always ready to do.
[60]
IRENE RITA BROWN "Renie"
8 Claflin Street, Framingham
November 23
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Fine
Arts (1, 2); Hockey (1, 2, 3); Basketball (1, 2, 3).
You are very tall and slim
Always looking neat and trim
Serious, sincere, kind and true
Helpful in all you say and do.
HAZEL OLIVE BUTTRICK ••But"
44 Gordon Street, Waltham
October 28
A. A. (1, 2, 3) ; Glee Club (2, 3) ; Commuters' Organization (1, 2. 3) :
Choir (3); Hockey Class Team (2, 3), Yale Team (2, 3); Basketball
Class Team (2, 3); Captain (3); Baseball (2); General Chairman of
Commuters' Bridge (3); Commuters' Cabaret (1); Assistant Advertising
Manager of Dial (3) ; General Chairman of Play Day (3).
"All golden thoughts, all wealth of days.
Truth, friendship, love surround her."
MARGARET ELIZABETH CAMPBELL "Betty-
Box 69, Fayville
December 7
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Glee Club (2, 3): A. A. (2, 3)
Yale Hockey (2, 3), Class Hockey (1, 2, 3); Class Basketball (2, 3)
Class Baseball (1), Manager (3); Committee for Parents' Day (2)
Committee for Commuters' Bridge (3); Committee for Play Day (3)
"Soft peace she brings; wherever she arrives
She builds our quiet as she forms our lives;
Lays the rough path of peevish Nature's eve,
And opens in each heart a little heaven."
JEANNETTE BURDITT COOPER
Mill Street, Framingham Center
September 1 6
A'Kempis (1. 2, 3); Glee Club (1. 2, 3); Choir
Organization (1, 2. 3): Commuters' Cabaret (1).
Charming, quiet, unassuming
She goes about each day,
Always willing, always cheerful,
And helpful in every way.
(3 ) ; Commuters'
[61]
MARGARET MARY CUNNINGHAM
10 Webster Street, Framingham
June 19
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); A'Kempis (1, 2,
(1, 2); Hockey (1, 2).
Her smile made us all want to know her,
And knowing her, we can declare
That a sweeter, more lovable person
Just couldn't be found anywhere.
'Peg'
3) ; Fine Arts
ELEANOR JEANNETTE DAIGLE "El"
11 Parker Hill Avenue, Milford
January 3
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Hockey (1);
Junior Prom Committee (2).
With blackest hair and eyes of brown,
A cheery smile and never a frown;
Graceful, attractive, poetical, too,
We're certainly glad we're acquainted with you.
MARIA F. DI FABIO
20 Brooks Street, Brighton
March 1 1
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3).
"A helping hand she is ready to lend
To anyone, especially a friend;
Very good hearted, loving and kind,
A truer friend you'll never find."
"Nanda'
RITA CATHERINE DILLON
67 Depot Street, Milford
April 29
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3) ; A'Kempis (1, 2, 3) ; Fine Arts (2)
A. A. (1. 2); Hockey (1, 2); Library Council (3).
With manner charming and clothes so chic.
Her friendship is something which we all seek.
[62]
MARGARET GERTRUDE DYER
1431 Cambridge Street, Cambridge
September 8
A'Kempis Club (1, 2, 3) ; Commuters' Organization (2, 3) ; A. A. (1).
She's always smiling, she's always sweet,
A better pal, you'll never meet.
You might travel here, and you might travel there,
But a Margaret like her, you'll find nowhere.
ELLEN MARIE EAGAN
130 Maynard Road, Framingham
November 10
Class Secretary (2, 3); Treasurer of Musical Clubs (2); Treasurer of
A'Kempis (3), A'Kempis (1. 2, 3) ; Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3),
Cabaret (1); Musical Clubs (1, 2, 3); Class Song Committee
Junior Prom Committee (2) ; Chairman of Commuters' Bridge
Choir (3); Senior Prom Committee (3).
Two eyes of blue,
A smile so true,
She's humorous, happy and gay.
For a friend to meet
She can't be beat,
We like her in every way.
(3)
(2)
JESSICA FARR ELDRIDGE "Jess"
Siasconset, Nantucket
February 2
1
Class Basketball (1); Class Volleyball (2, 3): Dial Staff (3); Dial
Dance Committee ( 3 ) ; Junior Prom Committee (2) ; Stunt Show (2, 3) ;
A. A. (1, 2, 3); Fine Arts (1); Harvard Hockey (3); Harvard Sub
Basketball (2); Quiet and Order Committee (1); Chairman Library
Council (3); Student Government Council (3).
A quick-witted, jovial gal,
We found in her a great little pal,
A good sport, too—we all know that's true,
She's got us, watch out for she'll have you, too.
BESSIE FEINSTFIN "Be 1
627 Concord Striet, Framingham
May 22
Commuters' Organization (1, 2. 3): Quiet and Order Committee (1);
Hockey (1, 2, 3) Basketball (1. 2. 3).
Our Be's bright and sunny smile
Seems to have no end.
I can always feel so proud
To know that she's my friend.
£63]
MARION FELCH
Y. W. C. A (1)
5 Pine Street, North Natick
October 27
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3).
Always willing to work.
Always willing to play,
We've a place in our hearts
For you — always.
"Burns'
RUTH GOLDKRAND
108 Waumbeck Street, Roxbury
May 16
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Tennis (1).
A sunny smile, two twinkling eyes,
An upright mind, sweet, and not unkind,
Sincere and true; friend of happiness, too.
Both work and play done in such a quiet way;
Thoughts and fancies hidden in the sky—
They seem all secrets; I wonder why?
ANN GOVERMAN
106 Ei.lery Street, Cambridge
December 1 8
Hockey (1, 2, 3) ; Basketball (1, 2, 3) ; Baseball (1, 2) ; Tennis (1,2)
Junior Prom Committee (2); Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3).
Full of pep and not so tall,
Her favorite sport is basketball.
While often dressed in sport clothes snappy,
In formal clothes she's always happy.
r f
EDNA MARIA GRANITSAS "Eddy"
19 Central Street, Marlboro
March 20
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Y. W. C. A. (1, 2); A. A. (1).
Her disposition's sunny,
She's happy all the day,
If no letter comes from Johnnie
Her skies of blue turn gray.
[64]
CATHERINE HENRY
BOX 34, ROSLINDALE
June 18
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); A'Kempis (1,
"Our character is our will
For what we will, we are."
2, 3).
DOROTHY E. HOWARD
74 Cushing Street, Cambridge
Commuter;;' Organization (1, 2, 3); A'Kempis (1, 2, 3); A. A.
(1, 2, 3); Yale Hockey (2. 3); Class Hockey (2, 3); Class Basket-
ball (1, 2); Class Basketball (2, 3); Play Day Committee (3).
Who is this girl we all tee here
—
Smile so sweet—so charming—so sincere.
When it comes to her lessons
She's right there with the best.
On the A. A. field she represents her class.
She's just the all-activity Framingham girl.
HAZEL MILLICENT HUFF
ROCKLAWN, WESTBORO
February 7
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3).
Her gentle voice, her pleasant way
Bring joy along the paths she strays;
We shall always remember Hazel
For her ability as an artist.
'Hume'
LOUISE AGNES JOY
3 High Street, Amherst
September 1 2
Student Government Council (1); A. A. (1, 2, 3): Basketba
ager (3); Quiet and Order Committee (1): Stunt Show (2. 3
Arts (1, 2); A'Kempis (1. 2, 3); Yale Basketball (2. 3 ). Class
Captain (1); Dial StafT (3); Senior Prom Committee (3).
A sunny disposition.
True friend and student, too.
A lot of wit. and lots of "pep ".
The best there is, that's Lou.
'Lou'
1 Man-
) ; Fine
(1. 2),
[65]
DOROTHY FRANCES KITT "Dot"
10 South Huntington Avenue, Jamaica Plain
January 1
Glee Club (2, 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Class Basketball
and Hockey (1, 2, 3); Class Baseball and Volleyball (1, 2).
Success for a girl like "Dot"
Is something not hard to achieve.
In life she will stop for naught.
And in her we firmly believe.
MARJORIE MARIE LAREAU
11 Shavvmut Avenue, Cochituate
August 23
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); A'Kempis (1, 3);
Yale Sub Hockey (3), Class (1, 2, 3); Basketball (1,
"As the flowers are made sweeter,
By the sunshine and the dew,
This old world is made brighter,
By the lives of folks like you."
'Margie"
Fine Arts (2)
2, 3).
THERESA C. LAVIN
575 Concord Street, Framingham
February 25
A'Kempis (1, 2, 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3)
ball (1, 2, 3); Class Hockey (1); Yale Basketball (1).
"She's a pal that's there for anything,
A friend that's tried and true.
A thinker and a doer
—
That's Theresa thru and thru—
"
Class Basket-
MARION LEONARD
74 Gardner Street, West Roxbury
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3), President (3); Chairman Christ-
mas Party (2) ; Glee Club (2, 3) ; Choir (3) ; Student Government (3) ;
Class and Club Council (3) ; A'Kempis (1, 2, 3) ; Fine Arts Club (2, 3):
A. A. (1, 2, 3); Class Basketball (1, 2, 3); Class Hockey (3); Yale
Hockey Sub Team (2) ; Class Day Song Committee (3).
Witty, clever, dependable, fine,
Friend and leader, too.
One of the best, who'll stand any test.
And with flying colors come through.
£66]
MARY MARGARET LEONARD "Lennie"
87 Prospect Street, Weymouth
May 7
A'Kempis (1. 2, 3), Publicity Manager (3): Fine Arts (1, 2); A. A.
(1, 2); Junior Prom Committee (2); Stunt Show (2).
She's true and steady,
A friend ever ready.
With her quiet smile and friendly eyes.
Her modest manner and heart that cries, I understand;
She's a friend to all, both great and small.
I think she's grand.
EDITH MARY LINDSAY
11 Lake Street, Natick
September 22
Commuters' Organization ( 1 , 2, 3 ) ; Y. W. C. A. (1)
Captain Class Basketball (1, 2).
She's a very quiet kind of girl.
She hasn't much to say;
But she makes it up in her sweet smile
And her ever pleasing way.
'Ed!
A. A. (2, 3)
MARGARET M. MAGEE "Peggy"
56 Rice Street, Cambridge
May 22
A'Kempis (1, 2. 3); Commuters' Organization (1, 2. 3): A. A. (1);
Choir (3); Hockey (1, 2); Basketball (2); Volleyball (1).
"If you had a friend like Peggy. I say.
So sweet and tender, so strong and true.
You'd try to please her in every way
—
now wouldn't you?
If you had a friend like Peggy, I say!"
SABATELLA MANGO "Sab"
Box 187, West Upton
June 1
Harvard Basketball (3); Harvard Sub Basketball (1, 2): Class Basket-
ball (1. 2. 3); Class Hockey (1. 2. 3): Class Baseball (1); A'Kempis
(1. 2. 3) ; Fine Arts (1, 2) ; A. A. (1, 2, 3) ; Play Day Committee (3) ;
Stunt Show (2).
Clever, neat, and quite petite;
In basketball she can't be beat.
She's thoughtful, helpful, always kind;
A truer friend you'd never find!
[67]
MARJORIE FRANCES MARKHAM ' Marge"
3 5 Lincoln Street, Stoneham
A'Kempis (1, 3); A. A. (1, 2); Vice-President of Class (1); Class
Hockey (1); Volleyball (1, 2); Baseball (1, 2).
Ready for fun,
Witty and clever,
Helpful and kind,
A good friend ever.
AGNES BROWN McCALDEN "Brownie"
24 Wabon Street, Roxbury
March 15
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3).
"Great women are they who :ee that spiritual is stronger than any
material force, that thoughts rule the world."
S. LETTICE MITCHELL "Meetchul", "Mitch"
Sturbridge Road, Brookfield
January 4
Student Government Council (2) ; Class and Club Council (2, 3) ;
Class Vice-President (2) ; Conference Delegate (2) ; Harvard Sub Basket-
ball Captain ( 1 ), Harvard Basketball (2, 3); A. A. (1, 2, 3), Presi-
dent (3); Class Hockey (2): Class Baseball (1, 2); Tennis Tourna-
ment (1, 2); Stunt Show (1, 2); Gatepost Staff (2, 3): Fine Arts
(1, 2, 3) ; Play (1,2. 3) ; Glee Club (2, 3) ; Choir (3) ; House Presi-
dent Peirce Hall (2); Class Song Leader (2, 3); Dial Staff (3).
Lettice is a friend who is tried and true,
To compare with her there are very few,
Blessed by fate with looks and with vim
As good without as she is within.
GLADYS VIRGINIA NELSON
4 Mendon Road, South Upton
September 3
Orchestra (1, 2); Choir (3); Glee Club (3); Commuters' Organization
(2, 3) ; Fine Arts ( 1 , 2) ; A. A. ( 1 ) ; Play Day Committee (3) ; Senior
Prom Committee (3).
With beaming face that ever glows;
With laughing smile where'er she goes.
None more obliging, none more true,
If you wish a favor, she's there for you.
[68]
RUTH REGINA PERLMUTTER "Ruthie'
487 Watertown Street, Newtonville
June 10
Orchestra (1, 2, 3) ; Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3) ; Hockey (1, 2).
Boy, is she sweet.
And my, is she neat,
.
And oh, so we love her,
Our Ruth none can beat!
ANNA PINKUS
18 Fifield Street, Dorchester
A happy attitude, a voice that's sweet.
An Ann like her, you'll rarely meet.
THELMA EDITH POND
Irving Place, Holliston
March 1
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Y. W. C. A.
Hockey (3); Library Council (2).
A girl it's worth your while to know
A pal, a friend, without a foe.
And when there's frolic in the air,
Just count on Thelma, she'll be there!
"Pondie"
(2) ; Yale Sub
ETHEL ROSEN
Village Street, Millis
May 3
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); Class Hockey (2); Class Base-
ball (1).
E fficiency
T houghtfulness
H elpfulness
E arnestness
L oyalty
Ethel has them all.
£69]
MILLICENT ALDEA RUSSELL
178 Carew Street, Springfield
May 31
Commuters' Organization ( 1 , 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (3) ; Yale Hockey (3).
One heart that always understands,
A pair of willing, helpful hands.
She's partly kindness, partly mirth.
We've faith unfalt'ing in her worth;
She's ever friendly, ever true,
(This is Milly, thru and thru).
MABEL SHEDD "Sheddie"
396 Lexington Street, Waltham
January 30
A. A. (1, 2) ; Fine Arts (1) ; Y. W. C. A. (3) ; Library Council (1).
Mabel, a girl so fine I know,
Originality, vivacity, and talent she shows,
She is faithful, sincere, conscientious, and true,
To have her as a friend is a pleasure to you.
FAITH SINCERBEAU
3? Maple Street, Brookfield
November 3
Student Government Council (2, 3); Class Secretary (1); Business
Manager of Dial (3); Fine Arts (1, 2, 3); A. A. (2, 3); Student
Government Dance Committee (3); Dial Dance Committee (3); Senior
Freshman Week Committee (3); Harvard Sub Hockey (2, 3); Class
Hockey (1, 2, 3).
Take a flashing smile,
Add a charming style,
Mix with pep and zeal,
Add a heart steadfast and loyal;
Take quite a bit of cleverness.
Add good health and humor.
Stir well and you have
FAITH.
HAZEL MARJORIE SINCLAIR "Sinny"
79 Adams Street, Waltham
April 7
Fine Arts (1, 2): A. A. (2, 3); Volleyball (2): Baseball (2); Hockey
(1); Chairman Advertising Committee Play Day (3); Commuters'
Play (3) ; Dial Staff (3).
"She was made for happy thoughts,
For pleasant wit and laughter."
[70]
ELIZABETH SMITH "Pokey"
66 Endicott Street, Dedham
December 1 3
2, 3), Captain (3), Class (1, 2, 3), Captain (1, 3);
(1); Class Baseball (1); Class Volleyball (1); Stunt
; A. A. (1, 2, 3); Treasurer (2); A'Kempis (1, 3);
(3); Dance Committee Dial (3);
Photograph Committee (3) ; Vice-
Yale Hockey (1
Class Basketball
Manager (1, 3)
Gatepost Staff (2, 3); Dial Staff
Junior Prom Dance Committee (2)
President of Class (3).
With a heart that's true to a purpose
And a mind that will never fail,
'Tis the shore of Love and Service
For which she has set her sails.
On this ship of which she is captain
She'll weather any storm.
Till she docks at Satisfaction,
Undaunted and unharmed.
MARY C. SOCOLOFF
244 Cedar Street, West Somerville
April 21
Fine Arts (1, 2); Y. W. C. A. (1)
Class Hockey (2)
.
girl it's worth your while to know.
A pal, a friend in time of woe,
And when there's frolic in the air.
Just count on Mary to be there.
A, A. (1, 2, 3)
Organization (3)
A
Commuters'
LILLIAN DOROTHY STOLLOW "Lil"
76 Austin Street, Newtonville
Quiet and Order Committee (1); Commuters' Organization (1, 2).
"Within the brain's most secret cell.
A certain lord chief justice dwells,
Of sov'reign power, whom one and all,
With common voice we reason call."
CYRIL MARJORIL SULLIVAN "Tom"
2 Anis Street, Auburndale
February 9
A'Kempis (1. 2): Commuters' Organization (1, 2. 3): Hockey (1, 2).
Exotic, haunting, wistful, gay,
Delighting all who pass her way.
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HELEN F. SULMONETTI
9 ]/2 Forest Street, Waltham
February 1
Treasurer Peirce Hall (1).
To some, light-hearted and gay
Our Sully appears,
But known as a friend.
There's a serious trend.
'Sully'
MIRIAM W. TISDALE
17 Garden Street, West Roxbury
October 29
A. A. (1, 2) ; Y. W. C. A. (1).
A most willing friend to all.
And conscientious, too,
Very kind and also jovial
And studious, it's true
—
A worker to the end
—
That is Miriam.
ALICE FRANCES TOOHEY "Al'
567 Commonwealth Avenue, Newton Centre
September 1 6
Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); A'Kempis (1, 3); Fine Arts (3);
Quiet and Order Committee ( 1 )
.
"For she is wise, if I can judge of her,
And fair she is, if that mine eyes be true.
And true she is, as she hath proved herself."
JULIE C. VIGLIONE
32 Bridges Street, Framingham
June 26
Fine Arts (1): Commuters' Organization (1, 2, 3); A. A. (1, 2)
Class Hockey (1); Basketball (1, 2, 3).
Just listen! and I'll tell you truly
What sort of girl is this, our Julie:
—
An energetic maid is she,
With e'er a smile for all to see,
She's most sincere and willing, too,
'Bout all the things she has to do.
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ALICE JEANNETTE WARD
43 Waltham Street, Watertown
December 1 7
"A happy heart,
A smiling face,
And some rounds of laughter in between."
"Wisty'
MARJORIE CLAIRE WERNER "Marj"
126 Edinboro Street, Marlboro
August 1 2
Musical Clubs (2. 3); A. A. (2, 3); A'Kempis (3); Commuters' Or-
ganization (1, 2, 3); Yale Hockey (2, 3); Class Hockey (3); Class
Baseball (2, 3); Class Volleyball (2); Play Day Committee (3).
It is not mirth, for mirth she is too still.
It is not wit, which leaves the heart more chill,
But that continuous sweetness, which with ease,
Pleases all round it from the wish to please.
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FORMER MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 1933
HOUSEHOLD ARTS DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Richard Wiggin, nee Cynthia Sherman :
Is living in New Bedford and has a son Richard, Jr.
Naomi Barber—Arlington
:
Has been at home since leaving F. T. C.
Laura Cooley:
Was graduated from the Massachusetts State College.
Mabel Manter:
Is studying at Duke University.
Alice Alberghini:
Is attending Emmanual College in Boston.
Hannah Miller—Boston:
Is studying at Portia Law School.
Marguerite Miller—Taunton
:
Is at home at present.
Mrs. Endicott Bennett, nee Marguerite Moses:
Is living in Wakefield.
Lillian Eddy—Taunton:
Is at home at present.
Florence Gormick—Springfield:
Has been at home since leaving F. T. C.
Mrs. Gustavus Scott, nee Marguerite Holden:
Is living in Wrentham and has a son, Robert Arnold.
Ada Cole—Melrose
:
Attending a school in Maine.
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THEjpL-
AUTOGRAPHS
JUNIORS

JUNIOR CLASS
Annette Pierce
Anna Bella .
Dorothy Seisig
Mary Schouler
Mr. Workman
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
Just pause for a moment! Let us speak!
Until now we've been quite busy
Scrubbing till we're almost dizzy,
Tearing round getting dinner—
Just a means of getting thinner.
Until we taught a class or two, —
Nothing seemed too hard to do.
Inexperience! Oh, what bliss!
Only Sophomores can have this.
Rightfully, now, we raise a cheer,
Sophomores, for your coming year!
D. A. C. and L. F. K.
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS JUNIOR DIRECTORY
Baker, Frances Dorothea
Billa, Anna
Boutwell, Beeda Emma
Burnell, Marion Esther
Buzzelle, Ethel Ursula
Cairns, Priscilla Margaret
Carion, Susanne
Carlon, Ruth Marjorie
Clafflin, Doris Althea
Clark, Doris Arline
Czelusniak, Josephine F{.
Dyer, Nyda Kelton
Evans, Marjorie Rose
Fitzgerald, Catherine Winifred
Foster, Dorothy Stevens
Ghizzoni, Dorothy
Gilligan, Mary Ethel
Goddard, Ruth Thelma
Gold, Jennie
Gould, Miriam Sophronia
Grodsky, Charlotte
Guild, Louise Pillsbury
Hilly, Katherine Rosemary
Hogan, Mildred Augustine
Holmes, Marjorie Lucas
Iagodnick, Miriam Gertrude
Kay, Ossela Mildred
Keefe, Mildred Frances
Kelly, Theresa Harriet
Kessler, Bertha
Kiely, Loretta Frances
Kodis, Muriel Hannah
Kwasniowski, Sophie Ann
Linton, Lucille Asenath
MacPherson, Marguerite Lecil
Majenski, Marion Martha
Maloney, Grace Alice
Maloney, Mary Constance
Marshall, Alice Field
Mattoon, Marjorie Alice
McGinnis, Anna Teresa
McGrath, Mona Mary
Mendum, Eleanor Grace
Mickelson, Mildred Alena Victoria
3 6 Roxbury Street, Worcester
39 Eutau Street, Lawrence
Lupinwood, Greenfield
66 Lexington Street, East Lynn
14 Copley Street, Somerville
9 Sumner Street, West Gloucester
228 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston
104 North Boulevard, West Springfield
1 8 Taft Street, Southbridge
45 Rotch Street, Fairhaven
13 Johnson Avenue, Easthampton
454 Plea:ant Street, Holyoke
7 Barrington Place, Great Barrington
35 Milton Street, North Andover
71 Chestnut Street, Andover
1 1 School Street, Cambridge
5 5 Harlem Street, Worcester
78 Laurel Avenue, Athol
86 Howland Street, Roxbury
52 Dale Street, Boston
87 Whittier Street, Springfield
6 Warren Avenue, Amesbury
9 78 South Street, Roslindale
5 76 Third Street, Fall River
24 Park Street, Brockton
I Nuttal Lane, Worcester
48 Patten Street, Jamaica Plain
25 Haskell Street, Allston
I I Elko Street, Brighton
1 Nuttal Lane, Worcester
9 Henry Avenue, Lynn
50 Summer Street, Natick
84 Alger Street, Adams
300 Greeley Street, Clinton
15 Ash Street, Brockton
R. F. D. Box 5A, Groton
2 Charles Street, Beverly
74 Park Avenue, Lowell
108 Gainsboro Street, Boston
101 Frances Street, Boston
8 Woodbine Street, Worcester
15 Fountain Street, Roxbury
104 Riverdale Street, West Springfield
Old Common Road, Auburn
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Mitchell, Harriet
Morse, Arleen Lois
Murphy. Emma Agnes
Nichols, Evelyn Lucile
O'Brien, Esther Helene
O'Day, Dorothy Kerwin
Parkhurst, Rebecca Lucy
Patten, Ruth Nourse
Phinney, Jessie Margaret
Pierce, Annette Howe
Quinn, Inez
Ramsdell, Frances Estelle
Rawstron. Agnes Cowan
Reid. Eileen Margaret
Reum. Alice Henrietta
Rhoadcs, Virginia Nye
Richardson, Vera
Riley, Katherine Theresa
Ross, Margaret Louise
Roughan. Catherine Theresa
Schouler, Mary
Slayton, Marion
Sullivan, Mildred
Thompson. Beatrice Nielsine
Tobin. Alice Catherine
Waite. Elizabeth Evelyn
Wahlberg. Verna Melba
West, Bettie F.
Willard, Beatrice Gath
Woodbury, Gladys Amanda
288 Cohannet Street, Taunton
142 Dale Street, Waltham
26 Donnybrook Road, Brighton
Lyonsville
8 Beacon Avenue, Holyoke
1 Bush Street, Westfield
Boxford
Maple Street, Sterling
Ashfield
4 West Broadway. Gardner
5 76 Sumner Avenue, Springfield
29 West Chester Street, Nantucket
3 8 Brunswick Street, Springfield
9 Kent Street, Brookline
5 Ninth Street, Turners Falls
30 Wilmington Street, Montello
2415 East Lake Road, Erie, Pa.
101 Baldwin Street, Charlestown
5 6 Langley Road, Brighton
19 Bainbridge Street, Roxbury
12 Aldersey Street, Somerville
45 Caughey Street, Waltham
School Street, Thorndike
East Main Street, Southboro
5 6 Oliver Street, Fall River
22 Clarke Street, Lawrence
35 Tower Street, Worcester
21 A Franklin Street, Woburn
94 Warren Terrace. Longmeadow
Main Street, Lynnfield Center
VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS JUNIOR DIRECTORY
Brown. Louise Marion
Cochrane. Catherine
Field. Marjorie Elizabeth
Forrest, Angelina
Keating. Claire Patricia
Magwood. Berenice Marie
Putnam, Sylvia Marion
Vrooman, Vera
Brimfield
3 3 Russell Park, Quincy
1 4 High Street. Haydcnville
4 Fishburn Court, Provincetown
Dean Street, Islington
27 Stone Avenue, Somerville
25 Magazine Street. Springfield
Elm Street. Fishervillc
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ELEMENTARY JUNIOR DIRECTORY
Auroin, Cleo
Back, Lucia
Baine, Pauline
Barden, Lillian
Beal, Evelyn
Bell, Gertrude
Benman, Frances
Bentley, Gladys
Boucher, Virginia
Brier, Madeline
Broderick, Genevieve
Brown, Elizabeth
Caron, Grace
Ciliberti, Rima
Cole, Marion
Connors, Margaret
Cunningham, Eileen
Curran, Katherine
Doherty, Irene
Eldredge, Ruth
Fisher, Dorothy
Goodwin. Dorothy
Graceffa, Josephine
Green, Gwendolyn
Hall, Dorothy
Hamilton. Alta
Hanley, Muriel
Harrington, Gertrude
Harrington, Mildred
Hayes, Irene
Hayes, Veronica
Hicks, Marion
Hoffman. Doris
Lareau. Edwina
Lavelle, Christine
Lundergan, Mary
Martin, Margaret
McKeon. Dorothy
McNeilly, Katherine
Mooney. Helen
Moretti, Velia
Munsil, Marjorie
Murphy, Alice
Murtaugh, Margaret
O'Toole, Florence
Phillips, Dorothy
Potter, Marjorie
Prestinenzi, Eleanora
Quirk. Marjorie
Reed, Marion
Russo, Mary
Seisig. Dorothy
Sleeper. Dorothy
Smith. Mary
Stevens. Mabelle
Werner, Harriet
Winslow. Louise
Woods. Mildred
Zeh, Marion
Zetterbaum. Hcrma
43 Thornton Street, Newton
5 1 6 Waverly Oaks Road, Waltham
24 Elson Road, Waltham
83 Currier Street, Methuen
290 Harvard Street, Whitman
428 Hyde Park Avenue, Roslindale
1 5 Greenwood Street, Dorchester
Church Street, Sudbury
35 Ellison Park, Waltham
47 Bushnell Street, Dorchester
45 Summer Street, Milford
146 Hildreth Street, Marlboro
72 Nonantum Street, Brighton
Brigham Street, West Medway
112 Quinobequin Road, Newton Lower Falls
138 Lowell Street, Somerville
1 2 Mansfield Street, Framingham
42 Auburndale Avenue, West Newton
45 Burlington Road. Woburn
38 Converse Street, Palmer
6 1 Beechcroft Street, Brighton
126 Franklin Street, Framingham
I 1 Lawton Place, Waltham
1 1 8 Harrishof Street, Roxbury
34 East Lincoln Street, Marlboro
67 Winthrop Street, Framingham
79 Jewett Street, Newton
3 28 Newton Street, Waltham
44 Rockridge Road, Waltham
3 5 Orchard Street, Marlboro
Mechanics Street, Holliston
138 Austin Street, Newtonville
204 South Franklin Street. Holbrook
1 1 Sbawmut Avenue, Cochituate
1 5 Mill Street, Marlboro
116 Thorndike Street, Cambridge
193 Beach Street, Marlboro
122 Church Street. Watertown
3 2 Stedman Street, Brookline
122 Meadow Street, Saxonville
16 Warren Avenue, Mansfield
3 2 Circuit Avenue, Newton
4 Lexington Avenue, Framingham
Lavendale Street, Millis
210 South Main Street, Haverhill
Mendum
Bacon Street, Ware
70 Thomas Street, Belmont
2 2 Spruce Street. Watertown
Old Bedford Road. North Westport
196i/
2 Thetlow Street, Waltham
101 Howe Street. Methuen
29 West Plain Street. Cochituate
225 Oak Grove Avenue, Springfield
28 Richardson Road, Melrose Highlands
4 3 Garden Street, Needham
1 I Jenison Street, Newtonville
3 6 Front Street. Ashland
Mill Street, Northboro
12 Carol Avenue, Allston
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•tHEIDIAl-
AUTOGRAPHS
SOPHOMORES

SOPHOMORES
Gwendolyn Swanson
Mary Kenney
Mary Nolan
.
Betty Whitney
Miss Chase
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Faculty Advisor
WE have successfully passed through that "busy" year and with great expecta-tions turn to the coming year and our possibilities at Crocker. We intend
to find out for ourselves just what house practice is, and just what our abilities
are as teachers.
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS SOPHOMORE DIRECTORY
Ambler, Dorothea Aileen
Bisbee, Vera Adele
Bishop, Marion Arline
Boynton, Elizabeth Edith
Brennan, Jane Frances
Brigham, Dorothy Augusta
Cavanagh, Florence Virginia
Caverly, Genevieve Bertha
Clarke, Louise Giles
Courtis, Florence Kinston
Crockett, Christina May
Crowley, Lorena Rosamond
Cullen, Ruth Martha
Davenport, Eleanor
Dempsey, Annette
Doginikas, Mary Rita
Donlan, Margaret Mary
Donovan, Marcia Helen
Drew, Doris Elinor
Ernst, Ruth Eleanor
Fauna, Catherine Augusta
Forsyth, Florence Elizabeth
Gardner, Marion Clare
Garvey, Agnes Gertrude
Glynn, Rose Agnes
Gould, Rita Olga
Granger, Winnifred Phoebe
Grant, Ruth Gertrude
Groves, Ethel Lorena
Hartley, Rose Frances
Hathaway, Lucille Hien
Hayden, Catherine Marston
Haznar, Wanda Louise
Heywood, Dorothy Elizabeth
Hitchins, Edith Anne
Hoitt, Theodatha Gertrude
Holmes, Betty
Hutchinson, Dorothy Elizabeth
Jenkins, Anne
Johnson, Ruth Edith
Keedy, Barbara Searle
Kelly, Eleanor Marie
Kenney, Mary Cecelia
King, Elizabeth Easton
Landry, Bernice Muriel
Larson, Astred Linnea
So. Main Street, Bellington
8 Myrtle Street, Saugus
Main Street, Groton
Main Street, Russell
87 West Street, Randolph
Highland Street, Sharon
135 Parsons Street, Brighton
1 Naley Street, Boston
5 Bradbury Avenue, Medford
5 7 Elm Street, Marblehead
East Douglas
26 King Street, Worcester
42 Holyoke Street, Easthampton
Hopedale
27 Osgood Street, Fitchburg
204 Stafford Street, Worcester
1 7 Thomas Street, Fitchburg
23 Bertha Street, Lowell
285 High Street, Athol
92 Mill Street, Newton Centre
226 Metropolitan Avenue, Roslindale
21 Highland Avenue, Arlington
1 74 Dewey Street, Worcester
1 5 West Avenue, Salem
30 Blossom Street, Haverhill
22 Gaston Street, Roxbury
Dilla Street, Milford
3 88 Torrey Street, Brockton
3
1
Myrtle Street, Framingham «
1 Phelps Street, Marlboro
7 Caresbrooke Street, Andover
2 7 Albion Street, Newton Centre
129 Bates Street, New Bedford
Boston Road, Westford
108 East Main Street, Westboro
170 Western Avenue, Lynn
Burt Street, Norton
423 Highland Avenue, Somerville
Prospect Street, Topsfield
201 Belmont Street, Worcester
5 Salem Street, Amherst
175 Brown Avenue, Roslindale
74 Washington Street, Marlboro
North Street, Granby
26 High Street, Plymouth
239 Congress Street, Milford
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Lavelle, Margaret Marie
Leavitt, Christine Elizabeth
Little, Mary Magdalen
Mannel. Margaret Carpenter
Marsden, Agnes Elizabeth
Merrihew, Ella Beth
Mierzejewska. Leona Barbara
Milligan, Agnes Mary
Morse, Marion Isabel
Morton, Helen Elizabeth
Mulveny, Grace Hathaway
Murphy, Dorothy Elizabeth
Newhall, Alice Mabel
Nolan, Mary Agnes
Nourse, Anna Elizabeth
Renton, Nancy Holbrook
Robinson. Laura Bruce
Roper, A. Margaretha
Saarinen, Sylvia Frances
Sampson. Ruth Alvina
Sears, Elizabeth Wallace
Sprague, Marjorie Louise
Studley, Marjorie Augusta
Sullivan, Rita Marie
Swanson. Gwendolyn Mae
Sylvia, Dolores
Tracy, Alicia Harolde
Trask, Norma Chellis
Trowt. Doris
Valentine. Dorothy Mildred
Vincent, Ingrid Augusta
Walker. Hazel Margaret
Watt, Mary Vivian
White. Mary Elizabeth
Whitney, Adah Elizabeth
Wolf. Louise Elizabeth
Woods. Eleanor Claire
5 7 Clark Street. Clinton
196 Howard Street, Framingham
Old Common, Millbury
801 North Street. Pittsfield
419 Winthrop Street. Taunton
3 7 Burnham Street, Belmont
971 Homestead Street, New Bedford
81 Washington Street, South Groveland
80 18th Street, Lowell
1 Melrose Street, Adams
118 Oakland Street, Fall River
3 7 Washington Street, East Milton
10 Highland Street. South Hamilton
835 Main Street. East Wareham
45 5 Lake Avenue, Worcester
23 Downing Avenue, Haverhill
15 Elliry Street, Cambridge
350 Washington Avenue, Needham
1051 Country Street. Fall River
34 Nursery Street, Salem
83 Pennburton Street, Walpo'.e
50 Warren Street. Needham
187 Neponset Avenue. Dorchester
3 5 Olga Avenue. Worcester
3 5 Tucker Road, North Dartmouth
90 Bynnes Street. Jamaica Plain
34 Main Street, Beverly
Monument Street, Wenham
Northboro
South Water Street, Edgartown
87 Granite Place. East Milton
40 Beverly Road. Worcester
26 Robinson Street, Webster
45 7 Williams Street, Pittsfield
1 1 5 Church Street. West Roxbury
128 Brayton Road, Brighton
VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS SOPHOMORE DIRECTORY
Barnes, Mary Elizabeth
Boucher. Viola Marie
Cahoon. Lillian Camilla
Folsom. Edna Avis
Gotsch. Martha Annie
Kane. Evelyn Marie
Louhi. Aura Dagmar
Richardson. Florence Arleen
Wheeler, Marjorie Frances
20 Mapleton Street. Brighton
Waterville Street. North Grafton
Old Bedford Road. North Westport
Westboro Road, North Grafton
29 Fort Avenue. Roxbury
1 Waban Street. Wellesley
Box 77. Ashby
3 New Braintree Road. Gilbertville
Sherburne Falls
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THEllAL-
AUTOGRAPHS
FRESHMEN

FRESHMAN CLASS
Thelma Gray President
Isabel Lynch . . Vice-President
Doris Maynard Secretary
Marjorie Whittier Treasurer
FRESHMEN FACTS
Freshmen we're called and so we are,
But more experienced now by far.
Honest and firm and resolved to rise,
We grow through work more faithful and wise.
Freshmen join in the merry ways,
Sports and dances, parties and plays,
Which lighten for us the tasks of day,
Which drive our worries and cares away.
Freshmen we're called and so we are,
'Tis clear to all both near and far,
But deep in our souls there springs the will
To live and to learn on College Hill.
Rose Paladino
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS FRESHMEN DIRECTORY
Anderson, Engla Jeannettc
Anderson, Virginia Marriette
Archibald, Helen Louise
Aronson, Sarah Dorothy
Arthur, Margaret Wilson
Bahleda, Veronica Caroline
Baker, Margaret Joan
Barnicoat, Rhoda
Bauer, Margaret Gertrude
Bell, Dorothy Vaughn
Benson, Florence Louise
Benson, Mary Josephine
Bixby, Constance Sabrina
Brosnan, Catherine Agnes
Champney, Maydell Evelyn
Chase, Adelaide Louise
Condon, Mildred Marguerite
Cutting, Miriam Stella
Dahill, Helen Rita
Davis, Annie Foley
Davis, Lucy Alice
Dawson, Florence Anne
Dermon, Carol Marie
Dunbrack, Dorothy Gertrude
Dutton, Elinor May
Edelstein, Marion
Findlay, Faith Fairbanks
Fox, Anna Frances
Gage, Hermaline Florence
Gray, Thelma Henrietta
Hall, Betsey Wood
Hall, Jacqueline Moody
Harrigan, Helen Alicia
Harrison, Adelaide Shorrock
Jost, Marion Elaine
King, Eleanor MacArthur
Lacouture, Eleanore
Langdon, Florence Elizabeth
Lindblad, Dorothy Linnea
Lovelace, Ruth
Lyons, Ruth Ann
Maynard, Mildred Leona
McPike, Gertrude Imelda
Minichiello, Antoinette Dolores
Modig, Signe Dorothy
Molloy, Mary Gertrude
34 Lawrence Street, Maiden
59 Grove Street, Wellesley
16 Vaille Avenue, Lexington
108 Washington Street, Medford
Turner Hill, Ipswich
5 Ashley Street, Westfkld
1040 Main Street, Melrose Highlands
9 Richie Road, Quincy
Attleboro
35 Goldthwaite Road, Worcester
31 Clifton Street, Worcester
600 South Street, Roslindale
10 Kensington Park, Lynn
16 Rittenhouse Road, Worcester
1 7 Smith Street, Taunton
35 8 Auburn Street, Whitman
3 6 Pond Street, Randolph
76 Boynton Street, Waltham
179 Highland Street, Taunton
3 8 Shirley Street, Worcester
3 8 Shirley Street, Worcester
3 85 Pond Avenue, Brookline
Latisquama Road, Southboro
67 Lunda Street, Waltham
North Road. Bedford
2 North Street, Saxonville
1 Webster Street, Taunton
3 7 Winthrop Street, Maiden
52 Pearl Street, Amesbury
1 640 Centre Street, Newton Highlands
Mendon Road, Upton
2 Albion Place, Newton Centre
30 Allston Place, Fitchburg
Old County Road, Westport
21 Essex Street, Framinghafn
75 Haywood Street, Greenfield
5 73 Millbury Street, Worcester
6 Beech Street, Framingham
22 Wyola Drive, Worcester
5 3 Florence Avenue, Norwood
35 Woodford Street. Worcester
Muschopauge Road, Rutland
423 Mountain Avenue, Revere
13!/2 Grove Street, Haverhill
Holliston Street, Medway
6 Center Street, Auburn
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Mulligan, Rita Alyce
Murphy, Helen Dorothy
O'Connor, Thomascina
Osterlund, Hildegard Emma Norman
Philbin. Marguerite Anna
Philbrick, Katharine
Pieper, Margaret Louise
Reynolds, Ellen Ballard
Robinson. Ora Bernice
Rose, Edith Lucille
Ruggles, Viola Jane
Rush, Helen Beatrice
Russell, Grace Gertrude
Sands, Elizabeth
Scena, Galindia Edith
Schuerch, Dorothy
Schweitzer, Marie Louise
Shoultz, Margaret Minetta
Sjogren, Gertrude Sophia
Sondermann. Ruth
Spring, Marion
Stonkus, Lily Frances
Sullivan, Elizabeth Catherine
Twombly, Constance Winifred
Valentine, Mamie Alice
Walther, Antoinette Christina
Waters, Mildred Leone
Wells, Helen Georgianna
Whittier, Marjorie Lucille
Wignot, Dorothy Lois
Wiitanen, Irja Agnes
Winship. Evelyn
Wisowaty, Jennie Dorothy
Zaleski, Edna
Zichmn. Helen Winifred
3 Cushman Avenue, Revere
9 Parker Street, Pittsfield
1 6 Landon Circle, Lynn
8 Brattle Street, Arlington
156 Main Street, Clinton
16 Mt. Bowdoin Terrace, Dorchester
249 Homer Street, Newton Centre
3 3 Boyden Street, Worcester
Hardwick
196 Logan Street, Gardner
East Main Street, Southboro
287 Ashmont Street, Dorchester
32 Maple Street, Norwood
1 8 Old Morton Street, Boston
420 Hyde Park Avenue, Roslindale
42 Sturges Road, West Roxbury
28 Cross Street, Westfield
143 County Street, Blackstone
143 County Street, Blackstone
27 Moraine Street, Jamaica Plain
84 Abbott Road, Wellesley Hills
3 6 Arlington Street, Worcester
6 Spring Street, Bondsville
Turnpike Road, Southboro
Northboro
Marshfield
51 Salisbury Street, Winche:ter
1 4 Hadeven Lane, Worcester
Monument Street, Wenham
6 i Summer Street, Natick
Chester
85 Pearl Street, Stoughton
48 Medford Street. Chelsea
126 Farnham Street. Lawrence
5 6 Southbourne Road, Jamaica Plain
VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS FRESHMEN DIRECTORY
Brown. Ellen Finette
Giffin. G. Virginia
Howe. Esther
Oliver. Elizabeth Cheney
Phelps. Dorothy Frances
Church Street. Cheshire
Greenwich Village
7 Crandall Street. Adams
Chester Road, Huntington
South Street, Grafton
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ELEMENTARY FRESHMEN DIRECTORY
Ames, Evelyn
Anderson, Mary
Boyd. Helen
Brown, Evelyn
Brown, Eleanor
Cohen, Doris
Crowdis, Hazel
Davis, Marion
De Cristofaro, Loretta
Dolan, Rosalie
Donelan, Alice
Dugan, Doris
Emerson. Marjorie
Falvey, Mary
Finn, Mary
Fishman, Anne
Gill, Ruth
Goodman, Mildred
Healey, Virginia
Hinsman, Ruth
Houston, Barbara
Irwin, Margaret
Jacobs, Phyllis
Kaplan, Stella
Kelly, Rita
Kelley, Alice
Kenney. Eileen
Kuneu, Helen
Larkin, Muriel
Larson, Lorraine
Leary, Regina
Lynch, Isabel
MacFarland, Mildred
Macora. S. Barbara
Macusty, Miriam
Madden, Alice
Macicini, Grace
Maroney, Helen
Maynard. Doris
McDonald
McKinney. Bertha
McLoud. Helen
McMullen, Helen
Meyerovitz, Eleanor
Montague. Katherine
Murphy. Helen
Paladino. Rose
Poires, Rose
Porter. Anna
Pratt, Florence
Rohdc. Eleanor
Rothkopf. Miriam
Sharpe, Mary
Sharpe. Florence
Shmauk. Anita
Swanson. Allison
Taft, Jacquclyn
Tyndall. Frances
Wale. Edith
Ward, Marjorie
Watson. Mary Jane
5 Stanton Street, Cochituate
148 North Street. Somerville
20 Albion Place, Newton Centre
38 Fairmount Street, Marlboro
153 Chestnut Street, Waltham
206 Norivell Street, Dorchester
16 Randlett Street, Wollaston
3 7 Egremont Road, Brookline
89 River Street, Haverhill
61 South Street, Foxboro
Roretta Street, Dorchester
30 Richwood Street, Framingham
64 Maple Street, Framingham
54 Winslow Street. Cambridge
144 Arlington Street. Framingham
208 Prospect Street, Cambridge
16 Manning Street, Hudson
Rosetta Street, Dorchester
48 Gorman Road, Framingham
6 Fielding Street, Concord
1141 Main Street, Haverhill
855 Commonwea'.th Avenue, Newton Centre
78 Windsor Road, Brookline
82 Davis Avenue, Brookline
128 Essex Street, Marlboro
654 Huron Avenue, Cambridge
101 Conwell Avenue, West Somerville
65 Highland Street. Marlboro
215 Arsenal Street, Watertown
Woodland Street, West Boylston
17 Cottage Street, Man:field
5 38 California Street, Newtonville
Haven Street, Dover
132 Green Street, Clinton
171 Cherry Street, West Newton
3 3 Portsmouth Street, Cambridge
78 Crafts Street, Newtonville
144 Beech Street, Roslindale
22 Pleasant Street. Palmer
156 Warren Street. Newton Centre
19 Richgrain Avenue, Waltham
435 Worcester Road, Framingham
108 Adams Street, Newton
6 7 Ellison Park, Waltham
29 Charles Street. Dedham
38 ONeil Street. Hudson
8 Martyn Street. Waltham
Oakland Street. Medway
20 Mechanic Street. Milford
3 3 Central Street, Whitman
21 Lincoln Street. Dedham
7 Boylston Street. Pittsfield
10 Gaylord Street, Dorchester
10 Gaylord Street. Dorchester
6 York Terrace. Brookline
1 6 Jones Road. Weston
1 7 Cros-> Street, Uxbridge
35 Maple Street. North Bellingham
4 1 Raymond Street. Framingham
68 Pinehurst Street. Roslindale
17 Prospect Street. Atlantic
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SENIOR BIOGRAPHY
HOUSEHOLD ARTS CLASS HISTORY
NOW that we are approaching the glorious climax of our college days, shall we
spend a few minutes in retrospect? How long ago it seems when we picture
ourselves in Peirce Hall — timid freshmen finding it hard to realize we were
no longer all-important high school seniors! Some chummy get-togethers in the living
room in which we particularly remember "Liz" Gardner and her "uke" and those
broom dances made us better acquainted with classmates who came from Holden,
Hatfield, Leicester, Mittineague and many other such places we were ashamed to admit
we did not know existed.
Our freshman initiation is but an amusing memory now, but what rebellion it
stirred in us then! Just visualize the unfortunate freshmen deprived of their simple
aids to beauty, uniformly dressed wearing middy blouses back-side-to, uncouth green
bows on the neck and on the hair which was parted in the middle, and vari-colored
unmatched gloves and stockings. This might have been bearable, but when we ourselves
had to proclaim lustily and individually that we were "fresh foolishly frightened fresh-
men" our last iota of bravado was gone.
The faculty tea which we expected would be a thing to be feared turned out to be
an enjoyable affair where freshmen found out that traditional "professorial aloofness"
was merely story book talk.
The student government dance brought many of us to the first social event of
the year where some of our more fashionable sisters appeared in those "queer" high
waisted, long skirted dresses wc had seen pictured in advance styles in Miss Buckley's
room, and upon which we looked askance.
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Remember the first thrill of Harvard-Yale week-end? The mock-man dance
made a melting-pot of May Hall. Here we saw lords and ladies of various countries
as well as upper and lower classes of American society. And the faculty! We surely had
competition in our strife for originality, didn't we? The game the next day was a
grand one with Harvard as the winner. The sound of songs and cheers could be heard
until after the banquet in the evening when the victorious team led the way in and
out of the festively decorated banquet hall.
Christmas came and Good Saint Nick in the form of Doctor Meier distributed gifts
to us. Next came our house and corridor parties followed by the senior carol singing
in the night and early morning.
After the holiday many events kept us occupied. The Musical Club's operetta,
"The Dragon of Wu Foo", showed us what adept Americans could do in a Chinese
setting. "The Last of Mrs. Cheney" was admirably presented by the Fine Arts Club.
The freshmen were victorious in their act for stunt night in which Rita Simons was
our heroine as a simple country lass. Again the faculty exhibited their originality in the
presentation of the "Copyetta" called "A Happy Medium Diet." A big musical club
production was the joint concert with the Tufts College. This introduced to us a
series of annual concerts in which the social events that followed were enjoyed by both
clubs.
The few remaining weeks went quickly and soon June came. We said goodbye
to our senior sisrers who were about to have their class day and graduation. Thus
ended our first year at college.
Sophomore year found us sad to have Doctor and Mrs. Chalmers no more, yet
glad to welcome Mr. and Mrs. Bagnall. One year at school had made us confident and
"possessed of campus." What a year our second one was! Our time seemed to be
consumed in visiting our friends in village houses, visiting those in the dormitory,
running up the back hill with laundry bags and drawing boards, leasing space in our
friends' dormitory rooms for our excess paraphernalia, and forgetting keys to our
Horace Mann lockers.
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We must not pass over the second year without mentioning chemistry or clothing.
Didn't we experience inexplicably serene sensations on seeing examination questions
which challenged us to "distinguish prolamins from glutelins" or to "explain what
distinguishes the isomers, maltose and sucrose from each other?" How many of our
number still treasure some precious billet-doux from our clothing instructor who
explained along with the mark given that our work of art was "shiny in spots", had
"good overcasting" and was "stitched crooked?"
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With all our trials, social affairs and other activities were not lacking. Harvard-
Yale week-end brought another victory for Harvard. Though our Hallowe'en party
in the gymnasium had a graveyard for its setting, it did not prevent us from having
a good time dancing, playing games, and eating. The Fine Arts' play, "Holiday",
the joint concert with Brown University, the Dial valentine dance, not to mention the
C. C. C. formal, received our whole-hearted support.
As juniors we underwent a change in tradition when our school, the oldest State
Normal School in America, was rightly established as a "State Teachers College."
There was no departure from tradition, however, when in Crocker, we lived in reality
the days which we had experienced in spirit through the tales of our predecessors.
If we did not acquire some facility and poise through Crocker's teas and dinner-parties,
and if we did not develop an appreciation for the art of teaching, we considered ourselves
permanently immune. Let's see how good our S-R bonds are! Quick, what responses
do such stimuli as back stairs, onion-flavored prune whip, curry powder, or twin-six
cayenne cheese biscuits bring to you? Would our junior year memories be complete
without thoughts of demonstrations, lesson plans, bus rides to remote schools, or
bulging professional-looking brief cases?
Harvard-Yale week-end proved Harvard victorious for the third successive year
since we had been here. Hallowe'en spooks and Santa Claus came and went with
Crocker showing us how to tempt these spirits with dainty delicacies and festive enter-
tainment.
The impressive Christmas candlelight service, the annual January concert and the
joint concert with M. I. T. were three creditable presentations of the Musical Clubs.
The long anticipated Prom arrived and here for the first time the Household Arts
juniors joined with the First Elementary junior class in putting on a social event.
Thus Crocker Hall gave way to Peirce Hall as a junior prom setting because of the
greater number of people attending.
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Like all seniors before us, we found it difficult when the time came, to realize
that caps and gowns and the name "Senior Sister" belonged to us. Now came our turn
to "fix the freshmen", but remembering the way we were treated, we did not have the
heart to take any extremely drastic measures.
Harvard-Yale week-end brought honors for Yale for the first time in our four
years here.
Our Christmas caroling by candlelight must have given as much enjoyment to
those listening as it gave us, judging by the hearty "Merry Christmases" and the showers
of pop-corn balls and lollypops we received.
The Dial dance in January took place in the midst of a realistic winter scene
complete with its snowman and winter sportsters.
This last year the musical clubs have been particularly active in that many fine
concerts have been presented including one at Worcester Polytechnical Institute which
established a new precedent in that the club went off the campus for a joint concert.
The concert with M. I. T. was also very successful.
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We have little time left as undergraduates with June upon us, and as we are rapidly
approaching the Prom, the Pop Concert, Baccalaureate Sunday, Class Day and finally
Commencement, it is with mingled regret and joy — sadness, in that we must leave
our friends and our Alma Mater, and happiness in that we have attained the great
goal that had once seemed so distant.
Helen Russo
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ELEMENTARY CLASS HISTORY
TIMID, expectant freshmen gathered at Normal Hill three years ago to commence
a new adventure—the evolution of a teacher. Initiation greets all newcomers
and no exception was suffered to occur, for we, too, were initiated. Green hair
ribbons and black stockings suited the senior committee, and we wore them. Entering
into the occasion with zest, we were soon released and earned the right to be called
real Framingham girls.
In order to become better acquainted we held an hilarious picnic of greenies and
weenies shortly after our arrival. There were slight disturbances in the dorm that night.
The usual pangs of homesickness which had gripped not a few, were replaced by aching
pangs in the stomach. The pleasure of the day was worth it!
Harvard-Yale! Magic words! It didn't take long for the class to become enthusiastic
over the event, and it supported the athletic week-end is no small numbers.
Student Government dance offered an opportunity to discard the marks of a fresh-
man—impossible feat; we still looked like first year people.
Time passed quickly after Christmas and classes, dances, friends, and sports made
the rest of the year worthwhile.
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September, 193 2. Joy! What a great feeling it was to come back and meet all
our college pals. Somehow, everyone seemed to have changed—a bit more dignified,
some slightly taller, and a sparkle of real energy in eyes which, twelve months before,
resembled pools of despair and unhappiness.
Teaching was the highlight for our junior year, and we at last felt a need for
our seat-work, methods, activities, correlations and rote songs. Ethereal things at one
time, but now practical realities. We were teachers!
The Junior Prom was a dazzling affair with decorations of black and silver,
soft lights and sweet music, to say nothing of the beautifully gowned dancers who
provided a brilliant "fashion parade." When the strains of the last waltz were over,
all said "Good-night," and another memorable event was marked on the calendar
of good times at F. T. C.
Pass. Junior Year. You were kind but made us work. Thanks for your driving
power though; it made us grow up.
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Enter, Senior Year. Pass in review.
We were the first class of elementaries to return for a third year. But it seems
as though time has been playing tricks on us and that we are not finishing at Framing-
ham. It all started out so gloriously. Friendships were even stronger, tested by "the
vicisitudes of life." Everyone had a real purpose for doing things, she seemed more
efficient, keyed with more enthusiasm, filled with more initiative. Maybe it was due
to "senior responsibilities."
Carol singing at Christmas-tide imbued us with a hallowed spirit, and sent us
home for the vacation, happy people, with pictures of glittering tapers, soft white
snow and echoes of carols in our ears.
Then, for some reason that God will reveal to us some day, he called our dear
and lovely classmate, Gertrude Cleary, to the Magnificent Beyond. She was "born for a
higher destiny than earth."
In our class there are many capable people. Though there is not space to tell of
all, honorable mention must go to our athletes—they certainly deserve a hand. Next
came the artists, the rhymester, the jesters, poets, students, oh yes, and teachers! And
honor of honors—the league of nations. May we all be recalled on the same list with
Abou Ben Adhem!
Commencement is at hand. When we leave you, F. T. C, for the last time in
June, we shall know that you have made us grow, and instilled in our minds and hearts
ideals which we shall cherish. We shall feel that we have received a solid foundation
on which to build our future.
Hail, Superintendents!
Barbara Brown, '33
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS PROPHECY
* r I 'IS fun to see the old world and to travel up and down
I Among the famous colleges and cities of renown;
"* To search among the campuses and out across the sea
For old familiar faces of the class of '33.
Oh! Rita is an orator, there's power in the air,
And Hilda's in the opera with flowers in her hair.
Our Helen married Harold French; we knew it was her fate,
And Winnie's president of Home Ec.—the leader of the State.
Now B'aikie is a novelist—"The Gate Post" is her theme,
And "Waggie" is the heoine—Bar Harbor is her dream.
With them is Betty Beckwith, yes, 'tis true that is her name;
She opened up a tea shop, we all know 'twill bring her fame.
Now "Liz" and "Mim" by radio sing syncopated tunes
Accompanied by kettle drums and double reed bassoons.
And Carolyn of comic fame is also on the stage
You'll find her name in glaring print on every theatre page.
Oh! when I was in Washington the President's wife served tea.
Of course, you all remember her as President of "Stu. G."
The guest of honor at the tea was funny Susie Miles.
She asked me if I knew that Kimball's job is keeping files.
The Kirkman, Glidden, Norby three are high society matrons.
At every college dance you'll find their husbands are the patrons.
Down on the Cape of course you know our Mary married Bill.
They own the Mattaquason now and run it with a will.
Now Sweeney, Dugan, Deviny abide in Gay Paree;
They opened up a hat shop and the profit is for three.
As I was sailing back from Europe I met on the boat
The Gavin, Smith, and Cussen crew that just designed a coat.
Miss Beulah Schafer we all knew would rival Hawk some day.
She won her Ph.D. last year and earns a Chemist's pay.
Now Crittendon, Russo, and Good found out a sunshine ray,
With it they've isolated vitamins called J and K.
And "Gerry" Winchenbaugh has opened up a candy store,
We all remember her first shop; the Dial sign on the door.
The "Turgiss Adams" is the name of restaurants so fine,
The tables there are not enough; the people stand in line.
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The Cochran-Lekberg pair, I found, teach in the Worcester High,
While Katherine Rogers coaches games, and how those balls do fly!
The head of great Beth Israel is our own Marjorie Reed
And "Merce" is curing patients who those special diets need.
To Betty Pipe at Framingham was sent a golden carriage,
A Dartmouth man of good repute had sought her hand in marriage.
Now she and Dotty Gilman high society women are,
They lecture for the women's clubs, and travel near and far.
Sweet Flora Tait is matron of the Sophomore Dormitory,
I asked about our college and she told me this short story:
"Assemblies are no longer noisy — Hazel found a way,
For every time a noise is heard the school year adds a day.
"Ab" Flagg is in her house of dreams, she's farming for a while.
And all the little "Abs" and "Lens" are echoing her smile.
Esther D. and "Dot" Allaire are still a happy two,
For they have earned degree of Doctor and have work to do.
Our Pauline Orsi's winning fame, she's reached the topmost height.
I found her deep in research work: she studies day and night.
"Marge" Brier has been married long, but you'll never find her home.
I saw her just the other night: 'twas at a dance in Rome.
"The Eccles and The Fletcher" is a gown shop in New York.
If you want style and fashion let those two select your frock.
Ruth Alden is at Framingham and at the Faculty table.
At making rare suggestions, we all know that she is able.
Louise is in the 4H Club, a specialist of the State,
And Parker's now in Springfield, she's a teacher classed first rate.
I found them in New Hampshire at Ruth Osborne's summer camp.
Our Ruth has quite a family — her son's a little scamp.
Now Catherine Good I found out west, she studies beardless wheat.
While Georgia Reed lives way down south, she studied sugar beet.
They each have won a high and scientific recognition
And publish articles of worth in Journals of Nutrition.
Peg Foster is an army wife—in Panama she lives
And stately officers all flock to every tea she gives.
Now Eleanor Noyes is teaching Texans in a district school.
She's full of "why?" and "when?" and "where?" and "do you know the rule?'
I saw "Jo" Lynes in China long after the last great war,
A tea ball she was searching for: it's sold against the law.
While hunting for that bag of tea she met our Rosamond
Who's looking for a handsome man who'll buy a diamond.
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Now Laura B. and Betty S. still ride about the State,
That roadster still does call for them and take them on a date.
And Davis D. and Crockett H. still galavant around
With men from Natick and the town; for dance halls they are bound.
The Campbell, Gilmore, and Purcell dressmakers of renown
Have all the French designers making copies of each gown.
And Margaret Coulter's well known books are on Miss Sparrow's list.
Her books are individual and have a novel twist.
Miss Margaret Briggs experiments with four hundred white rats,
She has a private laboratory up above the flats.
While Hoffman F. and Helmi H. are members of the firm;
They're working on most rare diseases of the epiderm.
"Peg" Noonan has some telephone stock, I know it is the truth,
For now she spends the whole long day shut in a telephone booth.
They said the "Vocs" had talent, that of all the "Vocs" were best,
At least the "Vocs" all have a job—that's better than the rest.
Together they pooled all their cash; since jobs were none at all,
And built a school for wayward girls, they call it Brightbard Hall.
Dot Cartwright is the principal; McElroy is the dean;
Viola has a canning club—the girls all think she's keen.
And Martha teaches History, and "Rid" the normal diet,
While Pauline Jeffries teaches dress; tells them how to buy it,
And Mary Downs and Lillian are running the lunchroom,
While Agnes has the laundry class most every afternoon.
Of course you know that Anna J. now supervises singing,
At Chapel you can always hear the children's voices ringing.
The Brightbard Hall, I have been told, is known the whole world o'er,
It's copied from the "Voc" House—with the seal on the door.
In Amherst I found Marion Forbes as I was passing through,
She's still arranging courses for the 4-H Club to do.
Her quiet but efficient ways have surely won her fame.
In every corner of the world the people know her name.
I've travelled East and travelled West and I've been everywhere;
No matter where I go, I find our Mary Pozzi there.
She's busy with her meetings and she's busy with her plays,
And everywhere she goes, the men and women love her ways.
'Tis fun to see the old world and to travel up and down
Among the famous colleges and cities of renown;
To search among the campuses and out across the sea
For old familiar faces of the class of '33. _
_,
Betty Gould
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ELEMENTARY SENIOR CLASS PROPHECY
Here beginneth the Book of the Tales of Elementary Seniors of 1933.
(With apologies to Chaucer.)
A PROLOGUE
IN the year of our Lord, One Thousand, Nine Hundred and Forty-Three, the firstday of May, March winds and April showers having ceased, and summer now on
its way, we find folk of varied interests hailing from the Elementary Senior Class
of 1933 making a pilgrimage to State Teachers College at Framingham to seek the
ghosts which haunt their memories of that school.
On this day, as most of our pilgrim classmates are resting at their quarters in
the Natick Inn, we think it is reason to tell you all the changes that have taken place
among them after ten years of separation. With the innkeepers we shall begin.
When this pilgrimage was planned, a letter was received from the proprietor,
Marion Felch, saying she would be glad to give us accommodations. She has as her
co-worker Edith Lindsay who is taking the part of the chef (you know she always did
like to cook) ; Marjorie Lareau, the efficient hostess; and Barbara Bell, the dish-washer.
Barbara once said: "There is beauty in dishwashing." (We wonder if she has a cow
in a green lot to look at, while performing her task?)
There are three artists in our midst. You surely remember the abilities of Hazel
Huff, Alice Ward, and Hazel Sinclair, who are trying to inspire the pupils, in their
respective schools, with a love for art.
A member of the National Hockey League is with us. We are told that she is now
an authority on hockey. She is none other than "Pokey" Smith, who once shone at
F. T. C. as a member of the Yale team. She was much overjoyed to see Ann
Goverman, who is now a basketball coach at Sargent's. Also, four of our classmates,
Marjorie Werner, Betty Campbell, Olive Buttrick, and Dorothy Howard, who are
our physical education directors in the public schools. Theresa Lavin has taken over
the work at the Jonathan Maynard.
We have several writers with us also. Ethel Rosen has just published a new
edition of "Robin Hood." We think she must have been inspired by Howard Pyle.
Agnes McCalden has already started a set of new type tests for this material. These
tests are to be used as a check for silent reading. Peg Cunningham and Irene Brown
are collaborating on a new geography book. (These are to be used by Elementary
Seniors at F. T. C, with no charge, and speedy delivery from the publisher.) Lettice
Mitchell has recently "stepped into the shoes of" Joe Mitchell Chapel, and is proving
to be a great newspaper columnist. Thelma Pond, one of our class humorists, is
supplying cartoons for this same paper.
During the last ten years, four of our classmates have had the opportunity to
visit foreign lands. Mary Socoloff visited Russia to study conditions, and Nanda
Di Fabio went to Italy for similar purposes. Each intends to issue a book on their
respective countries. Margaret Dyer and Margaret Magee, having enjoyed their course
in English literature at F. T. C, went to England last summer to gather material for
a children's English literature book.
The owner of the Boston-Framingham Airways, reserved exclusively for F. T. C.
students, have recently appointed Ruth Goldkrand as a pilot. Anna Pinkus and Catherine
Henry accompany her for old times' sake.
The present librarian at our Alma Mater, Simonne Bouvier, is with us. She
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tells us there has been quite a revision of laws regarding reserved books. (They must
have made use of the gift, of a burglary bell system, as was willed to them.)
At lunch we were entertained by three of our group: Florence Bacigalupo, Helen
Eagan and Jeannette Cooper. This musical trio has become quite famous in Boston
and New York music circles. (We can all picture them back in Room 41 at Glee Club.)
Out of our whole group, only two have been led to the altar after several years
of successful teaching. They are Cyril Sullivan and Edna Granitsas. We wish them
all the luck of married life.
We have three very distinguished stylists with us. They are: Rita Dillon, Bessie
Feinstein, and Ruth Perlmutter. They are now in charge of the fashion show to be
given at the next World's Fair.
We have with us also: Miriam Tisdale and Mabel Shedd, who used to be such
close friends back in their college days. "Tissy", we have discovered, is now swimming
instructor at one of the gymnasiums in the city. Mabel, who was such a shining star
in Miss Gardner's classes at F. T. C has become an outstanding naturalist in the
eastern states.
Two of our members evidently reaped much from our courses in psychology at
college, for Marion Leonard and Faith Sincerbeau are now prominent psychiatrists.
(Hope they don't discover any morons in our group.)
We are much honored to have with us Dorothy Kitt. She is now the woman
tennis champion of America. We always knew "Dot" would be a success.
If any of our members are still teaching next year, possibly they will be using
the "Mango Practice Sheets" for the fundamental processes in arithmetic. "Sab" tells
us they are to be published in the near future.
We have in our midst Elinor Daigle, now at the head of a School of Dancing.
If you remember Elinor, you surely will understand why she chose this line of work.
Millicent Russell is working with her, taking charge of the character training.
The children's most beloved story tellers of Boston are here. You will all agree
with us when we tell you that they are Alice Toohey and Mary Leonard. They are
working in connection with the children's department of the Boston Public Library.
There is nothing like having a friend from the state department with us. Barbara
Brown is now assistant to the head of the Department of Safety. She brought along
with her all the latest bulletins the department has issued. Each pilgrim received a copy.
(We wonder if she keeps Miss Hunt supplied?)
The latest change in education is the movement for "Pep Talks" by teachers to
interest their children. We are highly honored to have the instigator of this movement
with us. She is our own Julie Viglione.
Helen Sulmonetti, who has just finished a course at the Montissori school in Italy,
has definite plans made for opening a kindergarten school in Waltham this coming
September.
Lillian Stollow has recently started a debating club which is to debate for the
city of Boston with a club from New York. The topics in the series of debates have
to do with the economic problems of the United States.
As a result of a visit to the island of Nantucket during her senior year at college,
Louise Jay has become greatly interested in the island from a geological standpoint.
Marjorie Markham is diligently assisting her—the most part by guess work, as she
has not made a visit to the island herself.
Now our pilgrim classmates are coming down for their evening meal after which
we are to gather around and listen to tales of their experiences.
"Two Sages"
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CLASS WILL — 1933
WE, the Class of 1933 of the State Teachers College at Framingham,being of sound mind do make this our last will and testament
hereby revoking any and all former wills by us heretofore made.
We bequeath to President Bagnall and members of the faculty, who
have contributed their untiring efforts to make our four years at Fram-
ingham a success, our gratitude and appreciation.
To our dear friends of Framingham Teachers College we bequeath
the use and enjoyment, during your stay, of the household furniture,
utensils, plates, books, and pictures of the X. P. K. house, which we have
never seen.
We leave our good will, business-like manner and our humor to the
Class of 1934. Conceit?
For the bonfire of 1934, some matches.
"Kay" Gavin's "Dick" to Norma Trask and at her refusal, anyone
who first sends in a bid.
To Doctor Meier—one ton of "well rotted manure" to make the
first crocus grow.
To Mr. Workman—a season ticket to Harvard.
"Liz" Gardner's airplane rides to Esther O'Brien.
To Virginia Boucher and Florence O'Toole—the nearest rooms to
the telephones.
To Miss Taylor's hockey equipment—the long drawers that Smith
and Eldredge have been wearing.
To all first year students—honorary seats on the right and left sides
of the water pitchers.
Wit to the incoming classes as an aid to joke editors of Gate Post,
Dial, and writers of Class Wills.
To Miss Hunt—a galvanometer wrapped in cellophane to be used
by the "careful" students of the Elementary Department.
The nonchalance of inmates of third floor, south corridor, Horace
Mann on arriving in the "John" after 10:30 P.M. to future members
of the "institution."
Army blankets to be used in Miss Larned's room.
"Peg" Cussen's love for doughnuts to Miss Keith, so that she shall
order more of them in future years.
Linoleum for Loretta Kiely's room to catch the drops of green ink
which merrily fall below.
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A new song to Miss Kingman to teach the waltz routine, "When
It's Springtime in the Rockies."
To the next chairman of Quiet and Order Committee—a victrola
record to be played before chapel which repeatedly says, "Shh."
To Mr. Archibald—a feather duster to polish the records instead
of using his personal handkerchief.
To Maurice Chevalier's understudy, Miriam Rothkoff—a one-way
ticket to Hollywood.
"Marge" Brier's musical duty of tooting "Good Night Ladies"—to
Anna Fishman.
To all future presidents of A. A.—the right to appoint a committee
to provide "indoor intermission games" at all dances and proms. "Our
suggestion" would be "Drop the Handkerchief."
On March 30, 1933, pretzels appeared on Peirce Hall tables. April
7th the beer bill became effective. To make the toasts more realistic we
leave our I. O. U. to cover the cost of fifty kegs of lager beer with the
suggestion that the beer be consumed during Harvard-Yale Banquet.
Penthouse apartments overlooking the court side of Horace Mann
to watch the Sunday night tete-a-tete.
For all dormitory doors—shock absorbers to avoid sudden electrocu-
tion.
To the Fine Arts costume equipment—the "youthful matron hats"
of the millinery classes.
To the famished seekers of education—market baskets for the carry-
ing of food from the dining room.
We bequeath to Miss Carter a life-size model of R. L. S. to make her
poetry course more realistic.
A system of burglary bells for the library, connected with the
Reserve Shelf.
In consideration of the natural love and affection we have for the State
Teachers College at Framingham, we hereby wish success and happiness
to all future teachers.
In witness whereof we hereunto set our hand and seal this April
12th day of 1933.
Signed — Class of 1933
Signed by the said testators as their last will in the presence of us
who, at their request, and in their presence and in the presence of each
otbcr, have hereunto subscribed our names as witnesses.
Mussolini — Black Shirt
Stalin — Red Army
Hitler — Brown Shirt
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS CELEBRITIES
Most Attractive
Most Popular
Most Studious
Most Artistic
Best T^atured
Wittiest
Most Athletic
Most Capable
Most Dignified
Most Business-Li\e
Most Cheerful
Best All-Around Girl
Marie Blakie
Mary Partridge
Beulah Schafer
Hilda James
Pauline Orsi
Josephine Lynes
Katherine Rogers
Ruth Parker
Mary Deviny
Mildred Smith
Margaret Dugan
Pauline Orsi
ELEMENTARY CELEBRITIES
Most Attractive
Most Popular
Most Studious
Most Artistic
Best J^atured
Wittiest
Most Athletic
Most Capable
Most Dignified
Most Business-Li\e
Most Cheerful
Best All-Around Girl
Florence Bacigalupo
Barbara Brown
Agnes McCalden
Hazel Huff
Gladys Nelson
Thelma Pond
Elizabeth Smith
Lettice Mitchell
Faith Sincerbeau
Ellen Eagan
Florence Bacigalupo
Lettice Mitchell
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ACTIVITIES PROGRAM
1932-1933
1932
September 20—Field Day
October 7-8—Y. W. C. A. Week-end
October 18—A'Kempis Club Hallowe'en Party
October 29—Student Government Dance
November 4-5—Athletic Association Conference
November 18-19—Harvard-Yale Week-end
December 1—Y. W. C. A. Bazaar
December 1 9—Christmas Pageant
December 19—Commuters' Christmas Party
December 21—Christmas Banquet, Christmas Carols
December 22—Carol Singing (Seniors)
1933
January 1 3—Dial Formal Dance
February 3—Fine Arts Costume Party
February 10—Musical Clubs Concert
February 1 5—Stunt Night
March 3—Commuters' Activity
March 1 7—St. Patrick's Party
April 7—Joint Glee Club Concert
April 17—Song Contest (Interclass)
May 4—Fine Arts Club Bridge and Dinner
May 5—Fine Arts Play
May 1 2—Class and Club Formal Dance
May 1 9—International Night
May 19-20—Class and Club Council House Party
May 26—Junior Prom
June 7—Framingham "Pops" Night
June 9—Senior Prom
June 1 1—Baccalaureate
June 1 4—Class Day
June 1 5—Graduation
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ALUMNAE
3n jHemortam
MRS. SARAH FISKE WHITE
THIS year of 1933 has brought the death of one most
intimately connected with the life of our school for
many years. In the passing of Mrs. Sarah Fiske
White, a graduate of 1865, our Alumnae Association has
lost a most wise counsellor and friend.
Mrs. White held the important office of auditor from
the founding of the Association in 1872 until her death.
Her wonderful vigor and enthusiasm at the age of 85
should be an inspiration to us all.
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THE ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION
THE Alumnae Association congratulates the Class of
1933, the first to have a full year under our new
name, State Teachers College at Framingham. Al-
though, "A rose with any other name would smell as
sweet," still the new title should challenge to greater dig-
nity and broader achievement. Our motto, "Live to the
Truth", lives on.
Mary C. Moore, Secretary.
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FEATURES OF ASSEMBLY
1932-1933
October 17, 1932—Mr. Percy E. Thayer of the Thayer McNeil Co. gave an illustrated
lecture on "Correct Shoes and Posture."
October 24—The Musical Clubs and Fine Arts Club together sponsored this delightful
assembly, bringing to us Mr. Charles Frederick Whitney and his son, Pemberton
Whitney.
October 31—Again this year we were glad of the opportunity to hear the Hampton
Institute Quartet of Hampton, Virginia. Their rendering of the Negro spirituals
and melodies was as entertaining as ever and we all did our best to show our
appreciation of the Quartet.
November 14—We had the good fortune to hear Mr. Wilson MacDonald, the poet
laureate of Canada, for the first time this year. He gave delightful renderings of his
own poems together with interesting descriptions of what prompted their compo-
sition.
November 21—Mr. James Edward Rogers offered an interesting lecture on "Recrea-
tional Education."
November 28—Mr. Alton Hall Blackington spent a most enjoyable hour presenting
an illustrated lecture on "The Romance of News Gathering."
December 1 9—Members of the Drama Class and the Choir presented a Christmas
Pageant of the Annunciation and Nativity.
January 23—Miss Barbara Laskey, a most talented pianist who has studied in Europe
as well as this country, gave a most enjoyable piano recital.
January 30—The Home Economics Club presented as their guest speaker Mr. Daniel
Bloomfield of the Boston Retail Trade Board. His subject was the "Relation be-
tween Retailer and Consumer," and we thank the Home Economics Club for
obtaining Mr. Bloomfield.
February 6—Mr. John Martin gave an interesting lecture and demonstration on "Games
and Stunts."
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February 13—Dr. Henry B. Elkind gave an interesting talk on "Adjusting the Difficult
Child in School."
February 27—Miss Nancy Byrd Turner came to us as the guest of the Student Govern-
ment Council. She read several of her delightful children's poems as well as many
other poems.
March 13—Mr. Asbury J. Pitman, President of Salem State Teachers College, gave
an interesting resume of his observation and experiences while recently travelling
abroad.
March 20—Mr. Joe Mitchell Chappie, the editor, gave an interesting lecture on the
"Confessions of an Optimist."
April 10—Mrs. T. Grafton Abbot, publicity director of the Judge Baker Foundation
in Boston, spoke on the "Problems of the Younger Generation."
April 1 7—The Interclass song contest was sponsored by the Musical Clubs. The House-
hold Arts Juniors were the winners of the original song, and the Seniors were
the winners of the rendering of "Trees." We certainly hope that a contest like
this can be carried on again next year.
May 1—Dr. Leo E. Vincent, the Todd lecturer of this year, lectured on "Children vs.
Grown-ups." His lecture was most interesting and was enjoyed by all the students
as well as the invited guests and faculty.
May 8—A pianoforte recital was given by Miss Marion Derman, this year's winner
of the Massachusetts Federation of Music contest. We were surprised at her ability
for anyone so young.
May 15—Mr. L. R. Talbot of the Massachusetts Audubon Society gave an interesting
lecture on "Birds." We expect to profit by his inspiring message.
May 22—Mr. James D. Henderson gave a worthwhile lecture called "A Spoonful of
Books."
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D. GlLMAN, T. HOYT, G. WlNCHENBAUGH, G. SwANSON, B. BROWN, M. LeANARD, P. CAINS
D. Seisig, F. Sincerbeau, M. Irwin, R. Parker, A. Pierce, H. Ramsey, H. Walker
Miss Savage, J. Czelusniak, M. Smith, M. Partridge, President Bagnall, Miss Larned,
M. Sullivan
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
THE Student Council has endeavored, with the earnest co-operation of the studentbody, to encourage student participation in our college activities. A committee
from the Council worked very efficiently with the Faculty Program committee
planning special Chapel programs which were conducted one morning each week by a
member of the Student body.
The Quiet and Order Committee, under the direction of the Student Council,
worked out a very satisfactory seating plan for our morning exercises.
In the Fall an informal, double dance was given by the Student Government
Association and was very successfully carried out. The Council also sponsored a
Saint Patrick's Day Party in the Assembly Hall.
At Christmas time committees from the Council carried out special plans for
Christmas Week in decorations, musical programs, and assembly programs. Gifts of
trees, clothing, and money were made to the Framingham Associated Charities at
this time.
In order to inform the people living in Framingham of our many activities a
school news reporter is chosen by the Council to see that the local papers receive news
from the school.
A committee is now working on next year's handbook — a copy of which is
sent to every freshman during the summer.
Every student in our college is a member of the organization and it is through
her fine spirit of co-operation that the aims and success of the Association are realized.
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D. Sylvia, M. Burnell, E. Waite, H. Crowdis, M. Kodis, H. McLaud, A. Chase, B. Schafer
L. Kiely, L. Linton, P. Cairns, D. Murphy, M. Ross, L. Guild, C. Woods
A. Reun, M. Sullivan, R. Goddard, D. Seisig, M. Matoon, Miss Larned, D. Foster
THE GATE POST
ANOTHER year has passed and The Gate Post has become, we hope, an established
part of our college. Through the efforts of the first staff a fine piece of work
" has been done, carrying out the hopes of faculty, students, and alumnae in
forming "a definite bond between the alumnae and college, strengthening the interests
and relationships between commuters and boarding students, and arousing a new literary
interest in the college."
It seems fitting here to "make a bow" to Marie Blaikie, the first editor, who,
although at first inexperienced in newspaper work, took the responsibility, went earnestly
ahead, and did remarkably well in establishing a school paper which has received favor-
able comment everywhere. We owe much to the co-operation and interest of Miss
Kingman, too. The entire staff is to be complimented on the result of its efforts.
In February. 1933, the new staff was elected to carry on the work which had been
so well begun. We hope that by living up to the standard set by the first staff the new
staff may continue to make the Gate Post a publication which will reflect credit on
our college.
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M. Leonard G. Swanson L. Mitchell E. Pipe R. Parker M. Partridge
E. Gould J. Czelusniak W. Danforth D. Hutchinson A. Pierce E. Norby
Mr. Ried, Faculty Advisor
THE CLASS AND CLUB COUNCIL
THE Class and Club Council is a rather young organization, having started in 1928.
It was seen that an organization which would bring the various classes and clubs
together was needed. This year the Council has tried to bring about better under-
standing and more co-operation between the classes and clubs. We have also tried
to plan and carry out an interesting program of activities during the year.
At our Fall house party we made plans for the following year's activities as well
as the various meetings of the clubs. This year we have been fortunate in being able
to have one assembly hour a month for class and club meetings. The X. P. K. House
has been taken over by the Council in order that the expense can be divided more equally
and that more clubs can have the use of it.
Our major activity of the year was a Spring formal dance in May which was
well attended.
At the Spring house party, which both this year's and the newly elected council
attended, the new members became familiar with their duties.
We wish to thank the faculty members and students for their co-operation and
support that they have given us throughout the year.
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H. Archibald
C. Keating
V. Watt
D. Murphy
Dr. Foster
H. Russo
C. Philbrick
E. Dunham
CHEMISTRY COUNCIL
REPRESENTATIVES ON SUB-COUNCIL
{Catherine Gavin
Margaret Ross )
Marion Burnell^
Betty Whitney
Leona Majeriska
Marjorie Studley
Vera Bisbee
Ora Lou hi
Elizabeth Sands
hlldegarde osterlund
Dorothy Phelps
Leone Waters
Senior
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
THE Chemistry Department is the only department at Framingham Teachers College
which is organized on an honor system plan. It is headed by a Council and a
Sub-Council. It began as an experiment under Student Government but was so
successful that it later was more completely organized under a constitution and its own
council and assumed charge of all matters in the Chemistry Department. The aim of
the Council is to promote student development and co-operation.
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A. Morse R. Goddard E. Eagan
F. Bacigalupo B. Brown B. West B. Willard
FRAMINGHAM MUSICAL CLUBS
THE purpose of the Musical Clubs is to permit their members to gain an under-
standing and appreciation of good music and to add something of richness and
beauty to the lives of those around us. Every girl who becomes a member is
essential to this aim, and may find gratification and enjoyment in its fulfillment.
We are divided into three groups—the Glee Club, the Orchestra, and the Senior
Choir. The Glee Club's members are chosen by a try out of voices the first of the year.
Membership in the Orchestra requires some instrumental experience, and the Choir is
composed of Seniors, members of the Glee Club sometimes substituting.
Glee Club experience has come to be considered of value sufficient to merit a one
point credit for two years' membership with attendance at two weekly meetings.
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Our activities for the year include the following:
The Glee Club sang in chapel the week-end of the A. A. Conference.
The Glee Club, Orchestra, and Choir furnished music in chapel for the three morn-
ings preceding Thanksgiving vacation.
At Christmas time we sang at the Home for Aged Women and carolled at the
Framingham Hospital, besides presenting the annual Candle Light Service, ably assisted
by the Orchestra, thus creating an atmosphere which truly reflected the infusing, spiritual
feeling of the Christmastide.
Our Annual Concert was presented very successfully on February tenth by the
Glee Club and Orchestra, assisted by special artists—Miss Gladys Pitcher, Mr. Charles
Baker, and Mr. Stuart B. Hoppin.
A new event this year was a combined concert off the Hill with the Worcester
Polytechnical Institute of Worcester. We fully enjoyed it, and hope that the future
Clubs will be able to participate in such a concert.
M. I. T. also joined with us in a concert on April twenty-seventh in May Hall.
Very careful planning insured the success of the evening. Under the inspiring direction
of Mr. Archibald and Mr. Weston the two clubs certainly gave their best to the entire
musical program.
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ORCHESTRA
The Musical Clubs sponsored three Monday assemblies. Mr. Charles F. Whitney
fascinated us with his illustrations which accompanied MacDowell compositions beau-
tifully played by his son, Mr. Pemberton Whitney, on the piano.
Miss Barbara Laskey, on January twenty-third, captivated the school by her
pianoforte recital. From her repertoire she chose compositions of Beethoven, Chopin,
Schubert and Turina.
On May eighth, Miss Marion Dermon gave an excellent pianoforte recital. The
outstanding number was MacDowell's "Sonata, Opus 59" (Keltic).
Another song contest was conducted this year, and it received an enthusiastic
response. The songs are to be used in the revision of the college songbook.
The Choir has sung at chapel every Tuesday morning throughout the year. The
programs have been a success, both for the members, and the student body, with sincere
thanks to the never-failing guidance of Mr. Archibald.
This year there have been two different groups of twenty girls chosen by try outs
at the beginning of each semester. This arrangement gave more of the Senior girls a
chance to sing in the Choir.
Tuesday morning chapel exercises, made more enjoyable and spiritually worthwhile
by the Choir's offerings, are greatly enjoyed by the whole student body and the
Senior girls participating have our thanks and appreciation.
The Club outing will be held at Riverbank Lodge in Sherborn.
The Concert on Class Day will terminate a very happy and successful year of the
S. T. C. Glee Club. The happiness, inspiration, and appreciation of music which we
have received from our experience in the Glee Club are immeasurable. Love for music
truly reflects beauty of the soul.
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R. Johnson M. Secor
V. Richardson Miss Carter E. Pipe
FINE ARTS CLUB
THE aim of the Fine Arts Club is to supplement the every day life of the school
with pleasure of (he cultural arts. Some of the accomplishments of the year were:
a talk by Mr. Sidney Woodward on "Historical Prints"; an assembly period on
Edward MacDowell by Mr. Charles Whitney and his son; and a Costume Deck Party.
The play "Nancy Ann" was presented by the members of the club on May fifth, and
the year was brought to a close with a bridge and dinner at the Country Club in
Framingham.
The Club wishes to express its appreciation to the members of the Faculty and
Student Body who have helped make this year a successful one.
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"NANCY ANN"
Dorothy Heyward
CAST OF CHARACTERS
Nancy Ann .
Aunt Nancy .
Aunt Angeline
Aunt Kate
Aunt Emily .
Miss Dexter .
Binner
Sidney Brian
Dan Dennis .
Billie Claridge
Lulu Treman
Beth Worthington
Mr. Capper .
Jerry
. Rhoda Barnicoat
Dorothy Schuerch
Esther Howe
Agnes Hornby
Elizabeth Pipe
. Edith Rose
Thelma Gray
. Lettice Mitchell
Harriette Werner
Ruth Johnson
Lucille Hathaway
. Dorothy Murphy
. Mary Finn
. Miriam Rothkopf
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COMMUTERS' ORGANIZATION
THE Commuters' Club of former years was this year voted into the Student Gov-
ernment Association as an integral part of that body. This organization makes
every effort to make life on the hill easier for the commuting student, as well as to
assume its part in taking responsibility for the good of the college at large.
Early in the year Mrs. Bagnall and Miss Savage entertained our group at a delightful
tea. In the Fall, the commuters sponsored a bridge party held in Room 82, Wells Hall.
The big event of the year, however, was the Japanese Garden Party on March 3 in the
Assembly Hall.
We have appreciated this year the assistance of a faculty advisory board, consist-
ing of Miss Hunt, Miss Allan, and Miss MacMillan, who have worked with Miss
Savage as a chairman, to further our interests. We feel that the information of this
board is a worthwhile innovation for our group.
The commuters wish to thank all faculty members, especially President Bagnall,
Miss Savage, Miss Kingman and Mr. Ried, as well as the student body for the help
they have so graciously given to make this year a successful one.
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"MOUSME OF THE TOY SHOP"
A delightful Japanese play, "Mousme of the Toy Shop", was presented by the
Commuters' Organization on March third. The cast was as follows:
Mousme Barbara Brown
Honorable Father .
American Gentleman
Toky
Kioto
Alta Hamilton
Frances Benman
. Alice Kelly
Barbara Houston
DOLLS
Dorothy McKeon, Dorothy Howard, Marion Leonard, Grace Caron, Marion Hicks,
Hazel Sinclair, Gertrude Bell, Olive Buttrick, Marjorie Quirk, Peggy Irwin, Dorothy
Goodwin, Herma Zetterbaum, Edwina Lareau, Marion Edelstein, Ruth Lyons. Marion
Davis.
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D. Murphy M. Leonard E. Eagan
L. Kiely Miss Joyce C. Keating D. O'Day
THOMAS A'KEMPIS CLUB
OUR club is named after a Catholic priest and writer of the 14th Century —Thomas A'Kempis. It is for girls of the Catholic faith. Each year a Com-
munion breakfast is held at the Framingham Inn. Here all have a simple but
tasty breakfast with a short interesting talk by Father Dunford.
The club aids the welfare a great deal. This is part of its work. At Christmas
especially, the needy are helped.
There is a social side to this organization, also. Every year a week-end is set aside
for business meetings of the Catholic Clubs all over the New England Province. There
are two dances held during this time also as well as a Communion Breakfast following
a Mass in Boston.
This year the club has had many interesting and instructive meetings at which
Fr. Dunford spoke.
The Club has accomplished much in welfare work and feels that this year has been
a very beneficial one.
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D. Cartwright A. Campbell
Miss Kaiser E. Norby M. Ramsdell Mrs. Amidon
THE LOUISA A. NICHOLASS HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
THE Home Economics Club was organized at Framingham in 1924. Our purpose
is to bring together Home Economics Club students so that they may keep in touch
with current topics of Home Economics interest, and to provide an organization
about which school activities related to Home Economics center. The club is affiliated
with the State, New England and American Home Economics Association.
We have sent delegates to all of the Massachusetts Home Economics Association
Meetings. In April there were eight girls from our club at the meeting of the Massa-
chusetts Home Economics Association at the Hotel Bancroft in Worcester.
We sponsored a speaker from the Boston Retail Trade Board for a Monday
Assembly.
Our International Night was held May 19 and was an interesting event.
This year the American Home Economics Association Convention is to be held
in Milwaukee and we are hoping to send a delegate.
We wish to express our appreciation to our faculty advisors, to all members of
the faculty and student body who helped so much to make this year a successful one.
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P. Cairns N. Renton L. Burgess A. Morse L. Joy Miss Taylor
P. Orsi K. McNeilly L. Mitchell R. Glynn H. Archibald
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
THE main purpose of our organization is sport, not skill; play, not perfection; and
above all, a good time. Our motto is "Fun for all and all for fun." We started
the year with a supper hike, closely followed by the hockey season. We were
fortunate this year in entertaining the Massachusetts State Teachers College Athletic
Conference. We made many pleasant contacts and derived great benefits and pleasures.
The ever-popular Harvard-Yale week-end created much fun and thrilling excite-
ment as it always does. Stunt Night this year proved especially entertaining. Every
one entered into the spirit and not a dull moment lapsed. Sports managers have fol-
lowed up their sports in a business-like manner and every member has co-operated
to make our affairs successful.
As the Dial goes to press we express our appreciation to all who have helped make
our year a highly profitable one.
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D. Brigham B. Beckwith L. Bullard A. Marshall R. Osborne
Miss Hunt H. Holmlund M. Dennis B. Gould L. Linton Dr. Meier
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
IN the Fall of 1932 the Y. W. C. A. cabinet members and advisors
held a very important
meeting at the A. K. X. House of Wellesley College to make plans for the coming
year. The outgrowth of this meeting was Maqua-on-the-Campus, held the first
week-end in October on our own college campus. It opened Friday night with Regis-
tration, an informal program, and a social hour, and continued through Saturday
with an impressive worship service led by Mr. Dwight Bradley of Newton. This was
followed by a fine talk on the "Values Most Vital in the Life of an Underclassman."
Valuable discussions associating these points with the needs of Framingham students
were held under the oak trees on the back hill, and a wienie roast at Simpson's woods
closed a truly valuable week-end.
As a result of the discussion held at the "Maqua-on-the-Campus" week-end, the
following interest groups, all requested by the members, have met throughout the year.
In addition to the discussions and conferences the Y. W. C. A. has held valuable
meetings which include business meetings, the International Christmas and Easter meet-
ings, a New Year's Rcs:>lution meeting, and a Bohemian Tea at the X. P. K. House.
It has presented delightful Christmas and Easter Programs for the Old Ladies' Home
at Framingham Centre, and in December it ran a successful Christmas Bazaar.
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L. Bullard K. McNeilly Miss Taylor
L. Joy G. Swanson L. Winslow K. Rogers
E. Dunham E. Mendum P. Orsi Miss Taylor
L. Mitchell A. Eccles S. Mango
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HARVARD-YALE BASKETBALL
Good sportsmanship your aim;
The highest score your goal.
We're glad you have succeeded,
We mean it heart and soul.
We tried our best to down you,
We even scarred our shins,
So here's a toast to you, Yale,
For the best team always wins.
Harvard-Yale week-end is the week-end of week-ends. Saturday is the day of days.
And the basketball game is the game of games.
As seen by a Freshman:
An eventful day surpassing her greatest hopes and anticipation. An initiation into
the true Framingham game and spirit.
Bv a Sophomore and Junior:
A day of song, laughter, thrills, cheers, and, at the close, a desire for the next year's
sport to come.
B;y a Senior:
A day of thrilling excitement together with a heartfelt realization that this is her
last chance to play for the school or to cheer as a student.
By an Alumna:
A birdseye view from a precarious position, but arousing all past experiences and
F. T. C. loyalty.
By Faculty Member:
One grand time when she or he joins the students, takes sides, and loyally roots
for the Red or the Blue.
By every Spectator regardless of ran\:
Participation with 500 others in a spirited entrance to an over-crowded gym,
followed by a bombardment of yells, cheers, and songs. Silence— two fresh, determined-
faced teams enter. Time in at the whistle — play — four quarters of the fastest
basketball played at F. T. C. The final score — Yale has won! Yells and cheers once
more go up — a fine game fairly played and won!
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L. Mierzyeneska D. McKeon P. Cairns Miss Taylor
M. Werner E. Campbell L. Kelley
M. Russell D. Howard O. Butterick E. Smith E. Lareau
L. Back A. Louri Miss Taylor R. Eldridge
J. Czelusniak R. Paladino A. Morse R. Carlon J. Eldridge
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HARVARD-YALE HOCKEY
HOCKEY
No blockey,
No mockey,
Some talky,
Some walky,
Lines chalky,
No knockey,
No gawky,
Just sockey,
That's hockey!
A COLD, damp, drizzly rain welcomed 500 eager faces on Saturday morning,November 12. Not even this could dampen their spirits. Why? They were ontheir way, marching and snake-dancing down the street, to witness one of the
fastest, most thrilling hockey games of H-Y history. Once on the field the spectators
took their respective sides, Red or Blue, and awaited action. Twenty-two more girls
anxious for play took their positions on the field led by "Pokey" Smith and Arleen
Morse, respective captains.
Brr! Bully! Bang! They're off! Skill, speed, strength, all strategy — all points
used to advantage. Minutes of breathless playing finally ended. Score — Harvard's first
hockey victory in several years. Fine sportsmanship! Well fought game! Clean victory!
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BASKETBALL
THE basketball spirit does not die with the conclusion of Harvard-Yale. The class
competitive games, held this year during February and March, were supported by
many loyal enthusiasts. The championship this year was awarded to the Elemen-
tary Freshmen following an exciting game with the H. A. Freshmen.
Division games were played at the same time as class games. Both were followed
by the "Leader Tournament" which was introduced this year, and added a lot of fun
to the sport.
The following scores are the results of class basketball games played for the year
1933:
Game Won by
H. A. Juniors versus H. A. Freshmen H. A. Freshmen
H. A. Seniors versus H. A. Sophs Tie
Elem. Seniors versus Elem. Freshmen Elem. Freshmen
Elem. Seniors versus Elem. Juniors Elem. Seniors
H. A. Seniors versus H. A. Freshmen H. A. Freshmen
Elem. Freshmen versus Elem. Juniors Elem. Freshmen
H. A. Juniors versus H. A. Sophs H. A. Sophs
H. A. Sophs versus H. A. Freshmen H. A. Freshmen
H. A. Seniors versus H. A. Juniors H. A. Seniors
Elem. Freshmen versus H. A. Freshmen Elem. Freshmen
Score
54-22
14-14
51-18
25-15
23-22
36-24
21- 4
29-27
35-15
40-29
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TENNIS
SPRING and fall finds Framingham tennis-minded. Though handicapped, as we
are, by one court, still the interest prevails and a lot of good fun may be had.
A few ambitious enthusiasts rise at six and get in a S2t or two before breakfast.
The remainder of the day finds players and "waiters" occupying the court every hour.
The doubles tournament is played off in the fall, and the singles tournament in
the spring.
All in all, it is one of the most enjoyable sports, and we boast many fine players.
HIKING
HIKING is one sport that requires no special skill. All you have to be is a good
sport, and like to travel "a la Shank's Mare." Supper hikes, overnight hikes,
and early morning walks have been features of this year's sport. "Hike for
Health and Happiness."
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DORMITORIES
HORACE MANN HALL
Dorothy Gilman
Eleanor Wagner
Elizabeth Sears
Dorothy Gilmore
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
A NOTHER year at F. T. C. has swiftly passed and it has brought a year of happi-
/"A ness and memories to the girls of Horace Mann. We all can recall the evenings
-* ^- when the rugs were rolled up and our radio was used to good advantage. Bridge
games and jig-saw puzzles had an unending popularity. An interesting illustrated talk
given by Miss Carter, on her trip to London, added to our store of good times as did
our parties which were held in Horace Mann.
Our life in this dorm would not have been complete without the friendly guidance
of Miss Swan; and how easy it was to go to Miss Robbins with our troubles and receive
in return a pill or some friendly advice.
Seriousness and co-operation were prevalent for who could forget our councillor's
meetings when we helped to solve the problems of "our house."
Joy -— fun — earnestness — co-operation — all have had a hand in making a
united house and the fact that we have shared together all these things has made this
one of the best years of our college life.
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Priscilla Cairns
Esther O'Brien
Eleanor Mendum
CROCKER HALL
THE JUNIORS OF CROCKER
President
Treasurer
Secretary
What is our life here at Crocker?
What do we have to eat?
What do we teach our classes?
What do they ever complete?
When do we find spare time there,
When we must cook, clean and scrub in haste?
When do we make out those lesson plans,
When there's smocks and dresses to baste?
We're a happy family at Crocker,
We have everything good to eat!
We certainly cook, clean and scrub there,
And the way it is done can't be beat.
When on busses and trains we go riding,
To our classes, both clothing and foods,
We teach aprons and dresses in sewing,
And cookies and salads in foods.
We're a jolly good bunch here at Crocker,
We can never forget this great hall.
Tho' we did have to scrub, cook and
sew, teach and plug,
You'll forever stay dear to us all.
M. S. and B. W.
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PEIRCE HALL
M. Crittendon President
R. Sodermann Vice-President
M. Schweitzer Treasurer
A. Milligan Secretary
IF ever there was a group of friendly, warm-hearted, jolly girls they belonged toPeirce Hall. All the strangeness and loneliness of the first week was soon forgotten
amid the unpacking, room decorating, and small "get acquainted" parties sponsored
by the freshmen. There were many small questions and perplexities which arose, but
with a willing Miss Keith or Miss Bryant in the office, we knew we had someone to turn
to who was glad to help us.
The friendships formed under Peirce's roof were many, some of which cannot
help but be life-long.
I wonder what the walls would say, if they could but speak, of remarks made on
Harvard-Yale week-end, the excitement before and after the formals, rehearsals for
the house parties, and many more wonderful times which won't soon be forgotten.
Never will any of us forget Peirce. Its memory will always be cherished warmly
in our hearts.
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THE VOCATIONAL HOUSE
Early in the morning before it is light,
Ye breakfast cook creeps down the stairs.
The cooks, such sturdy souls are they,
Who always go in pairs.
Of being waitress and extra duty,
We have all had our share,
And housekeepers two, now I leave it to you-
Are not they beyond compare?
And after four short years of work and play
In the house at the foot of the hill,
We can all say with a right good will,
Yea, Voc House, Yea!
A. J. S., '3:
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MRS. COLLIN'S — 26 MAIN STREET
The Soliloquy of a White House
YOU pass mz on your way to South Framingham and you know me because I
stand big and white at the foot of the back hill. I have a dazzling brass knocker
which is always on its best behavior when guests call, or when the mailman comes.
Some of you may think you wouldn't like to live in me, but I think I could change
your minds. I've had three girls with me all year, and we've had a grand time together.
The only time I fuss is when Hazel and Mary and Marcia try to tap dance on my floor,
and then I think it's time to squeak. Whenever the telephone rings, a profound silence
reigns and I hear faint footsteps at the top of the stairs. I'm so used to little chats, and
laughs and noises that I'd be lonesome without them. We have a victrola, so I know all
about love, moonlight, and roses.
Secrets!!! Ah, I know some I'll never tell, though I live to be another hundred
years old. You should hear some of the stories I hear after dates and parties. You'd
have lots of fun laughing at them.
I even have my favorite car these days. It's a Ford, of course, especially a shiny
new one. I also have my choice of boy friends and college banners. I know where to eat
to get the most for my money and where to see two good shows for a quarter. Oh, yes,
the girls and I are all learning things together.
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DALTON'S HOUSE 34 MAIN STREET
To Dalton's in the early fall
There came the Sophomores, four in all,
Soon Norma and Ruth went up on the hill,
But Dot and Viv were left there still.
Up the back hill we came each morning
With books and boxes and boards for drawing
We didn't mind the rain or snow,
For after classes do you know where we'd go?
Straight back to Mother Dalton's
For chocolate cake and tea,
And why we like the village now
Can you not plainly see?
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HART'S HOME—22 GODDARD ROAD
'Mid the dorm and town houses
though one may roam,
They'll find no place as cheerful
as Hart's home.
A friendly feeling seems to call
us there,
Which, seek through the town,
is ne'er found elsewhere.
We like the Hart's home,
The best of the places we've known,
It is where "Tina", Ruth, Louise and
Elizabeth found their Sophomore HOME.
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ONWARD
So like the knights of Arthur's reign
Who sought with many a hope to gain
The Holy Grail,
With courage, pride and righteousness,
We, eager, seek the "Path Success."
May Truth prevail.
The fruitfulness of other days,
Our hopes and joys, goodwill and praise,
Sweet mem'ries last.
Our loyalty to those who heed
And give assistance in our need
Shall bind us fast.
We gather now in gratefulness,
And all our hearts and souls possess
A thankfulness.
Sweet hour of triumph and renown
A grand and glorious day shall crown,
Vast joyfulness.
We shall proceed— with honor win,
Though efforts fail, try once again,
Life's goal anon;
Our spirits rise with rising day,
Sunlight illumes the widening way.
Let us march on!
Alice Jeannette Ward, '33
BROKEN BUBBLES
Toy balloons and spinning tops were not as gay as I,
I was dancing with the moon, I could never die.
I was happier than the winds, happier than the sea,
Then you reached out—and ripped the heart from me.
I heard what you said—I know it is so,
But why did you tell me—why didn't you go?
Betty Gould
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Sing a song of sandwiches
Cut round and square and thin.
Sing a song of little cakes
With spicy flavors in.
Sing a song of hostesses,
Of atmosphere so free.
Put them all together, and
You have a Crocker tea.
S. Lettice Mitchell, '33
I know folks, who when times are bad,
Will take it on the chin
And never mumble or complain
But stand up straight and grin.
These people, when the times improve
And Good Times enter in
Will make the most of what they get
They're surely bound to win.
S. Lettice Mitchell, '33
I lie in bed at night and think
Of all the things I've done
To make the day through which
I've lived, a richer, fuller one.
How many people have I helped ?
How many favors given?
How many sacrifices made?
How bravely have I striven?
If I have wronged another, then
I have not won the fight.
And I lie awake and wonder
What I'll do to make it right.
As my eyelids droop in slumber
And my head begins to nod
I forget my worldly duties
And in sleep I rest in God.
S. Lettice Mitchell, '33
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GOAL
Several years ago we started on a journey
Feeling certain we could conquer and attain a goal.
As time rolled on we plainly saw some weakness in our armor
And found we needed strength to keep aloft our banner.
The tasks loomed up as mountainous, and many other troubles
Seemed to cross our path, and appear to us, as something else than bubbles.
Though we were equipped with courage when we set out on the trail,
We developed an acquaintanceship with a little word called "Fail."
Though our efforts may be noble and our aims be worthy, too,
We oft times need assistance and of course we look to you.
When scaling heights beyond our realm
We may attain the cherished goal—but what was there to guide?
Margaret Noonan, '33
PHILOSOPHIC SCIENCE
Are you a star? .
Or are you a planet?
Do you shine by your own light?
Or by reflected light?
What I mean is —
Do you gain your own merits?
Or do you live on the other fellow's reputation?
We can all be planets.
We can all be stars, too, but it's harder.
But if you can't be a star and shine by your own light, for heaven's sake, don't
be a planet.
Remember, it's better to be a dim star than a bright planet.
S. Lettice Mitchell, '33
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COLLEGE SONGS
(Prize winning song at the Spring Contest)
TO OUR COLLEGE (Tune to Repasz Band March)
Words by Betty Waite, Class of '34
Here's to our college, we'll always adore her,
Our dear F. S. T. C.
We'll cherish and honor and bring praise upon her
Wherever we may be.
In classes and clubs we will do our best
To reach her high standards with vim and zest.
Our Framingham College, to you
We'll ever be faithful and true.
Chorus
Let "Live to the Truth" be our motto and goal.
"Live to the Truth", 'tis the truth we do extol.
This is the lesson you aim to instill.
Our Alma Mater, our school upon the hill.
So—Here's to our college where we gain our knowledge,
Our dear F. S. T. C.
Where fond teachers guide us to paths that will lead us
Through all the years to be.
Where friendships are formed that will last for aye,
Where lofty ideals will e'er hold sway.
Our Framingham College to you
We'll ever be faithful and true.
Chorus
Then—"Live to the Truth", 'tis our motto and goal
"Live to the Truth", 'tis the truth we do extol.
This is the lesson you aim to instill.
Our Alma Mater, our school upon the hill.
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(Song receiving honorable mention)
A COLLEGE OF OUR OWN (Tune to Little White House)
Words by S. Lettice Mitchell
Years ago our dreams were for fame,
An education was then our aim;
In college we would be.
Framingham has answered our dream,
Awake or dreaming always we seem
To cherish F. T. C.
Chorus
There's a little college
Where we gain our knowledge,
Standing still upon the hill;
A college of our own.
There's a friendly spirit,
Feel it, see it, hear it.
Framingham, our Framingham,
A college of our own.
Though not as munificent,
Magnificent, as some;
Still it is significant
That we all chose to come.
And—Not for three or four years,
But for many more years,
We all can call Framingham
A college of our own.
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BFRESHMEN WEEK
ETWEEN the Class of 1933, the party of the first part and the Class of 1936,
the party of the second part, are herein understood to be the parties hereafter
referred to.
It is hereby stated that the party of the second part shall wear from this 19th day
of September, A.D. 1932, until the 23rd day of December, A.D. 1932, a black and
orange beret on any occasion when she shall leave the campus except to attend church
or to travel to such destination as Boston or her home.
From this 19th day of September, A.D. 1932, until Friday, September 23, A.D.
1932, the following is expected:
The party of the second part shall run any errands in the Center or on campus
which the party of the first part shall demand.
Upon the request of the party of the first part, the party of the second part shall
carry her books, get the mail, send or call for her laundry.
Each morning before chapel it is the duty of the party of the second part to make
the bed, dry mop and dust the room of the party of the first part to the latter's satisfac-
tion and approval.
When both parties are present at Fraris' Drug Store the party of the second part
shall give to the party of the first part any preference as to seats.
The party of the second part shall enter the dining room last at both morning and
evening meals.
The party of the second part shall get off the sidewalk to allow the party of the
first part to pass.
The party of the second part shall rise when the party of the first part shall enter
the room, hold the door open for her and show the usual courtesies and respect due
the dignity and position of the party of the first part.
I shall sum up the duties of the party of the second part:
She shall
—
1. Wear an orange and black beret until Christmas on any occasion she shall
leave campus except when going home or to church.
2. Give preference of drug store seats to the party of the first part.
3. Rise, hold the door for, carry the books of, and get off the sidewalk for the
party of the first part.
4. Shall enter the dining room last at both morning and evening meals.
5. Shall upon the request of her Senior sister
—
get her mail, send or call for her
laundry, and
6. Shall each morning before chapel make the bed, dry mop and dust the room
of her Senior sister.
Issued from this executive chamber on the 19th day of September, A.D. 1932,
and of our independence.
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HUMOR
CAN YOU FEATURE —
Marion Felch making a lot of noise?
Helen Eagan not planning a party?
Faith Sincerbeau unprepared?
Barbara Brown not busy?
Gladys Nelson not happy?
Agnes McCauldron getting "D's"?
Cyril Sullivan with a big hat?
Eleanor Daigle not singing a popular song?
Margaret Cunningham without any teeth?
Marjorie Markham being serious?
Marion Leornard not joking?
. . . Can you?
OUR WORK IS DONE
We've had our fun!
We've had our fun!
And now it seems our work is done.
With English Lit. we were hard hit,
We thought we'd never get over it.
Geography methods were hard enough,
We studied long, the road was rough.
Arithmetic — to think of it —
It makes us all our teeth to grit!
School Health — now that's the course
To learn just how to not get hoarse,
To keep your teeth so strong and white,
And why one shouldn't stay out late nights.
There were other things we studied, too,
And now we can't believe we're thru;
But after all is said and done,
We've had our fun!
We've had our fun!
Florence Bacigalupo
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SENIOR SAYINGS
'Why did I come here?"
'What do you know?"
'Gosh — I flunked that flat."
'Will we ever get out?"
'I'm fed up on books."
'Hurrah, the last board bill has been paid."
'Well — it's all in a lifetime."
'Who'll ever know?"
'Who cares?"
'Hey — have you heard the news?"
'I wish I were in Crocker."
'I'm getting out just in time" — ($50.00 increase in board)
OUR THEME SONGS
Louise Joy and Marjorie Markham: "Forever and Ever."
Betty Campbell and Marjorie Weiner: "We'll Always Be Together."
Jeannette Cooper, Flo Bacigalupo and Helen Eagan: "Three's a Crowd."
Olive Buttrick and Hazel Sinclair: "My Buddy."
Marion Felch and Edith Lindsay: "When Mother Played the Organ and Daddy
Sang a Hymn."
Mary Sacoloff & Simone Bouviet: "Oh, Come On and Let's Get Friendly."
Bessie Feinstein and Ruth Perlmutter: "We've Got a Date with Two Angels."
Marion Leonard and Dot Howard: "Here We Are Again."
Margaret Magee and Peg Dyer: "We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye."
Gladys Nelson and Lettice Mitchell: "The Spirit of Poesy."
Anne Governman and Lillian Stoelow: "Together We Two."
Cyril Sullivan and Barbara Bell: "Can't We Talk Them Over."
Miriam Tisdale and Mabel Shedd : "Old Pals Are the Best Pals After All."
Jessica Eldridgc and Elizabeth Smith: "Happy Days Are Here Again."
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HOW FUNNY!
A match has a head but no face.
A watch has a face but no head.
A river has a mouth but no tongue.
A wagon has a tongue but no mouth.
An umbrella has ribs but no trunk.
A tree has a trunk but no ribs.
A clock has hands but no arms.
A sea has arms but no hands.
—Contributed by Miss Ramsdell
-Midland Schools
CAN YOU IMAGINE!!
1st Student: "Florence has three nieces."
2nd Student: "Are they all girls?"
P. Orsi:"It's snowing."
H. Holmlund: "Where, outside?"
L. Mitchell: "Let's harmonize now."
L. Bullard: "What does that mean, sing up high?"
WHO KNOWS:
Just what caused those profuse footprints on the Physics' Lab. Tables the night
the W. P. I. Glee Club made its appearance at F. T. C. ?
The Sophomore who couldn't find a chair which had room enough to accommo-
date that part of her anatomy called the spectrum.
That Billy Whitney had a "hugenot" compact.
That there is an author called "Huge" Walpole.
That the first thing which happens when ice melts in a refrigerator is that the ice
gets smaller.
That hash is the link between the animal and the vegetable kingdom.
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FAMOUS FACULTY SAYINGS
Miss Ramsdell: "Be definite." "This is a strategic point."
Miss Sparrow: "Sorry to be late."
Dr. Meier: "This is all extra — no charge for this."
Miss Swan: "Will you please come down and sign in?"
Dean Savage: "I'm only going to take a few minutes —
Mr. Archibald: "All up — all up."
Miss MacMillan: "Did you taste it?"
Miss Lombard: "I have my little joke with me."
Miss Coss: "This is a choice bit."
Mr. Workman: "Let's call a spade a spade."
A FEW LAUGHS
Olive Buttrick: "Could a wife who was separated from her husband take the
furniture and belongings with her?"
Miss Larned: "Not if the husband got there first."
Miss Hunt: "And here, friends, is a pamphlet on "Petting"; I guess you all are
acquainted with that."
Miss Ramsdell: "Yesterday in 78, we spoke of the changes taking place during
the Glacial Age. Will you describe some of those, Miss Tisdale?"
Miriam (busily studying other subjects) : "I don't know, I wasn't there."
Miss Gerritson: "The Sherborn Reformatory is an example of an institution for
reform of women and girls. Were you ever there, Miss Bacigalupo?"
Miss Hunt: "What makes dew, Miss Dillon?"
Rita: "The earth goes around so fast it perspires."
Miss Armstrong: "Why are you late, Miss Kitt?"
Dot: "I couldn't help it. The bell rang before I got here."
Marjorie Werner: "Betty, why was the elephant the last animal to get off the ark?"
Betty Campbell: "Cause he had to pack his trunk."
Miss Gerritson: "Who is absent today?"
Class: "Simone Bouviet."
Miss Gerritson: "Where is Simone?"
Mary Sacoloff: "She's absent!"
Agnes McCauldon: "How do you know Chaucer dictated to a stenographer?"
Alice Ward: "Just take a look at the spelling." ^
Highbrow F. T. C. Student (trying to make a good impression on dancing partner) :
"Isn't this orchestra divine?"
Partner: "No, I think it's "de berries."
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"BUGOLOGY BLUNDERS"
H. Condit: "How many bushels of wheat does it take to make one package of cream
of wheat?"
Dr. Meier: "Do you eat minerals for flour?"
Dr. Meier: "Would you eat a dead fish?"
D. Gilmore: "Why, they're all dead."
Dr. Meier: "What would I be carrying in my tin pail?"
E. Purcell (stage whisper) : "Beer."
Dr. Meier: "What is it that the chickens have to masticate their food?"
B. Gould: "Teeth."
Dr. Meier: "What kind of tonic do folks get in the parks in the springtime with a
knife and a bag?"
H. Russo: "Vitamin D—sunshine."
"Dot" Cartwright and Anna Smith use the water-bath for a dish-pan?!!
TO A POST OFFICE INKWELL
I.
How many humble hearts have dipped
In you, and scrawled their manuscript!
Have shared their secrets, told their cares,
Their curious and quaint affairs!
II.
Your pool of ink, your scratchy pen,
Have moved the lives of unborn men
And watched young people breathing hard,
Put heaven on a postal card.
—Christopher Morley
"Dearest Hortense," wrote Budd, hopelessly in love, "I would swim the mighty
ocean for one glance from your dear eyes. I would walk through a wall of flame for
one touch of your little hands. I would leap the widest stream in the world for a word
from your lovely lips."
As always,
Budd.
"P.S. — I'll be over Saturday night if it doesn't rain."
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ADVICE TO OUR FRESHMAN SISTERS
1. Don't take your assignments too seriously.
2. Waste your week-ends — you can do the work on Monday mornings.
3. Don't bother to sign out — let your friends do it for you.
4. Don't worry about getting in on time — the matron will let you in
—
(and how!)
.
5. Don't get up until the breakfast bell rings; then roll up your pajama legs
and pull on a dress— you'll arrive there on time.
6. Save expenses — don't wear stockings.
7. Don't bother to go to chapel — someone else will take your seat.
8. Don't bother to clean your room — you'll only have to do it over again
for the principal's conference.
9. Don't go to class until you get your mail — the teachers are usually late.
10. Only one rule holds fast — respect all seniors — your turn is coming.
THE PERFECT H. A. SENIOR
HEADS UP — hats off — to the perfect senior — Household Arts, '33. She
has the auburn hair of Dot Allaire, the tiny ears of Eleanor Wagner, the deep
brown eyes of Mary Partridge, the turned-up nose of "Marge" Brier, the skin
of Betty Gould, Ruth Osborne's even teeth, and "Gail" Flagg's permanent smile,
the graceful hands of Arlene with the trim figure of "Ev" Norby, plus "Kay" Gavin's
style, "Goody's" slender legs and Helen Condit's petite feet also belong to our senior.
She is gifted with the wit of "Winnie" Danforth, the humor of Carolyn Jones, the
charm of Mary Pozzi and the ability that only Ruth Parker possesses. Her dignity is
that of "Betty" Pipe, the athletic ability of Louise Bullard, and the sportsmanship of
Pauline Orsi. She has Esther Dunham's wisdom and the mind of Beulah Schafer. With
Hilda's voice and Ethel's dancing feet, she is present at all activities.
Standing on the terrace of Horace Mann Hall we see the profile of Marie Blaikie
with Georgia Reed's perfect posture.
All up — three cheers to Framingham's perfect senior of '33.
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HEARD IN:
Peirce Hall
—
"Who was the girl in the picture '42nd Street' with the molecule in her eye?"
Bacteriology
—
Edna Purcell: "Why are the bacterial colonies in this ham so small?"
Dot Gilmore: "It must be Scotch ham you're testing."
In Sophomore Physics Class
—
"Mr. Workman, I don't see why you don't write a book on the different types
of girls here at school."
Miss Poole's Class
—
"Miss Poole's aim 'is to ease it in,' and 'make you more beautiful in the end'."
Chemistry
"You cook barley candy to such a high temperature because of the starch in the
barley."
Senior Chorus
—
Mr. Archibald: "Girls, can't you use your tongue, teeth and lips? I'll bet you can!"
History Class
Miss Ramsdell: "The ship goes into quarantine until the sickness is overboard."
Miss Ramsdell: "What was the situation between Bulgaria and Serbia?"
Kay Gavin: "I know what you are trying to get out of me but it just won't come."
Freshman Foods
—
Miss Weeks: "What is there in your skin that enables you to manufacture Vita-
min D?"
H. A. Freshie: "Pores."
Senior Foods
Ruth Fletcher demonstrating the use of a pastry tube: "This is really fun — it
would be ordinarily."
Dining Room
Senior: "Mr. Workman took up the subject of day-dreaming in class today."
Freshman: "Gosh, I thought he taught physics."
Drawing Class
Mr. Ried: "This is an awful messy job. What is your name?"
Student (meekly) : "Messer."
Mr. Ried: "That's an appropriate name, isn't it?"
Sociology
—
Mr. Workman, trying to get the other name for a canoe asked: "What is a dug-out?"
E. Adams: "A trench."
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF —
1. Dot Hoffman didn't get a telephone call?
2. "Marge" Brier stayed up late?
3. Ruth Osborne went to bed early?
4. Themes could not be rewritten?
5. Jo Lynes broke her teapot?
6. Marie Blaikie talked fast?
7. Beulah Schafer went to class unprepared?
8. Ruth Sweeney arrived on time?
9. Rita Simons iost her power of speech?
10. The Wellworth closed?
11. We had no week-ends?
12. Pauline Orsi failed to sweep her rug outside at least three times per week?
13. Dr. Meier missed a class?
14. Esther Dunham failed to supply scrap-paper to her gang?
15. No one ever found fault with an assignment?
16. If Peirce Hall lost its can opener?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
MELODIOUS MEMORIES
'Night and Day"—H. A. Senior History.
'Pink Elephants"—Board drawings by the Elementary Art Class.
'The Moon Song"—Class Night.
'50.000,000 People"—Looking for a job.
'My Darling"—The mailman.
'Just an Echo in the Valley"—Recitation period.
'We Just Couldn't Say Goodbye"—Excuse for not getting in on time.
Till Tomorrow"—Studies.
Willow Weep for Me"—When marks appear.
Waltzing in a Dream"—Senior Prom.
Thou Shalt Not"—Talk during chapel or assembly.
Three on a Match"—On a rainy night.
The All-American Girl"—Boston Herald Queen.
How Deep Is the Ocean"—Just before exams.
I've Got You on My Mind"—Book reports.
Say It Isn't So"—Money due on the laundry.
Who'd Believe"—That some of us got degrees.
I'm Sure of Everything but You"—A man for the Dance.
After 12 O'Clock"—On the lookout for the night watchman.
I Can't Believe It's True"-—Vacation time again.
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OUR POLICY
We always laugh at the teachers' jokes
No matter what they be,
And not because they're funny jokes,
But because it's policy.
SLOGANS
'Mild, and yet they satisfy"—Short assignments.
'Among the better things in life"-—Vacations.
'Taste above everything"—The lunchroom.
'Pep, Vim and Vigor"—WE, before the dances.
"REVIEW OF REVIEWS"
'Crooner"—M. Miles.
'Spea\ Easily"—D. Gilman.
'Is My Face Red?"—D. Allaire.
'Fit as a Fiddle"—K. Rogers.
"Tonight Is Ours"—M. Secor (and)—
'Madame Butterfly"—H. James.
'The Last Mile"—R. Henry.
'All Quiet on the Western Front"—H. Ramsey.
'Bac\streei"—K. Gavin.
'Frisco Jenny"—E. Adams.
'Afraid to Tal\"—R. Simons.
'The Devil Is Driving"—F. Hoffman.
'I Have Been Faithful"—A. Flagg.
'Red Dust"—B. Pipe.
'The Keyhole"-—L. Stone and M. Downs.
'Secrets"—M. Secor and C. Jones.
'Thunder Below"—Second floor, Horace Mann.
'20,000 Years in Sing Sing"—Seniors.
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tHEIDIAl-
mfm,
'Daddy" Bagnall
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TO OUR READERS
\~\ T"E hope you will realize the excellent spirit of
^^W friendliness and co-operation exemplified by our
Advertisers. This year as in the past they have
helped us make this book financially possible even though,
in some cases, they themselves were in a state of financial
unsettlement. We hope you will patronize our Advertisers
and in that way complete the spirit of friendliness that
they have so graciously shown us.
Alice L. Campbell,
Managing Editor
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The FRAMINGHAM PLATES
are a Success
Have You Ordered Yours?
THESE PLATES WILL BECOME HEIRLOOM CHINA
Plates may be ordered in four
colors. Prices
:
12 plates $15.00
8 " 10.50
4 " 6.50
Single " 2.00
ORDER BLANK FOR FRAMINGHAM PLATES
Plates are dinner service size
(10J4"), executed to our special
order by Minton's, Ltd. of Stoke-
on-Trent, England.
No. Plates Wanted Blue - Green - Mulberry - Rose Pink
Make checks payable to FRAMINGHAM PLATES
| Mail to Miss Cora E. Morse, 31 Park Circle, Arlington Hgts., Mass.
.*••••»••••»•• „.e..*..»..a..*..»..»..«..».>».»«<>«»«»»..*><»>
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COMPLIMENTS
of the
LOUISA A. NICHOLAS
HOME ECONOMICS
CLUB
?
;
i
i
i
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COMPLIMENTS
of the
FRESHMAN CLASS
COMPLIMENTS
of the
JUNIOR CLASS
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For Goodwill and Service
WE GO TO
ARTHUR J. TRAVIS
THE REXALL STORE
FRAMINGHAM CENTRE
>..«.. *..*.. •..•..•..«..•..•.«..
Mn|«|h|«|n|h|h|h|m
Compliments of
FINE ARTS CLUB
..•..•..•..•..•..•..•.,*..«.. ..•..«.. •..«..
..«..«..«..a..«..
..•..•..•..»,.»,.«->.*.,«..«..«..«..«.**#
Compliments of
E. B. B.
Boston, Worcester & New
York Street Railway
Company
•
GENERAL OFFICES
Framingham, Mass.
Tel. Fram. 4343
•
Students' Monthly Pass
Compliments of
Bates Stationery Co.
Irving Square
FRAMINGHAM - MASS.
School Supplies
..«..«.. •..«..«. ••..•.,«..
Compliments
' ' of ' '
Compliments
of the
Class and Club
Council
STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION Compliments
of the
comm uter5 1
Organization
»•..«..*..«. .«..«..< >•••*••"••••»••••" >•*•••••••••••• ..»..*..*..«..•..
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SEDDON
..Florist..
•
Warren Place
First Street on Right Beyond Plymouth Church
Framingham Center Mass.
i
SAMUEL HOLMES J. FREDERICK HOLMES
FRANK W. HOLMES
SAMUEL HOLMES, Inc.
Wholesale and Retail
Poultry and Game
Stalls 17-19-21-23-25
FANEUIL HALL MARKET
Basement 3 South Side
Boston ' - Mass.
Tel. Capitol 0708 - 0709 - 0710
f Compliments of
1 CENTER SANDWICH SHOP
\ Idealized dance rhythms for ...
i College Proms and Private Parties
i i
Reggie Sackett's Band |
n
-
T v'" c ™" r Melrose, Mass. i
J
G. E. Fipe, Mgr.
THE ALPHABET
Framingham Center
Where College Girls Shop
Kremen Beauty Shoppe
Special Students' Rates
65 Concord Street Framingham
Room 3 Park Bldg. - Dial 5191
•
•
\
•
•
•
• COMPLIMENTS
•
•
•
-of-
•
•
•
•
MUSICAL CLUBS
:
*
*
1
•
i
•
*
•
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GOWNS - HOODS
and CAPS
For All Degrees
•
The oldest organisation
of its kind in America
supplying the outstand-
ing universities, colleges
and schools with Aca-
demic Costumes.
Sole Depository of the
Intercollegiate Bureau of
Academic Costume
COTRELL and LEONARD
ALBANY, N. Y.
Established 1832
DIEGES ft CLUST
"If we made it, it's right'
Class Rings
Fraternity Pins
Charms and Medals for
Every Sport
Prize Cups and Plaques
73 TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS.
Craftsmansh ip
Our Tribute to the 1933 Dial
ADVERTISERS ENGRAVING
COMPANY
66 Orange Street
Providence ' - Rhode Island
"7\[etf England's Smart College Annual Engraving House"
•••••••••-••••••••••-
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Framingham Laundry
ELBIN F. LORD, Manager
162 Howard Street
Framingham Mass.
Telephone 486
Careful Launderers of
All Washable Material
The largest and best equipped Laundry ?
in Framingham or vicinity. ?
••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••*»o
,.•..».,•..•..«..•..•..»..«..•.. •..•..«..•..«..•..•..«.. •..«..
Harrison'Simpson Company
1 1 Otis Street
BOSTON, MASS.
Dance Programs — Dance Favors
Class Rings — Class Pins
Diplomas
Engraved Stationery
Wedding Invitations — Calling Cards
HAVE YOU TRIED
HOOD'S
FUTURA
ICE CREAM
Compliments
... of ...
Thomas A'Kempis
Club
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Y. W. C. A.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•..•..•..•..
••»•••••••*
WELLWORTH
7\[ext to St. George Theatre
Restaurant, Food Shop, & Tea Room
»-•••••••••••••••••-
Compliments
of
W. A. and C. F.
••••••••••••"C"0»»»<»"«*<»"*"«"«"*"
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Compliments
of the
ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
%
Compliments
of the
SOPHOMORE
CLASS
COMPLIMENTS
of the
SENIOR CLASS
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Better Food for Health and Pleasure
Thousands of New England women have discovered that for wholesome flavorful
foods—whether the staples for everyday cookery or the luxuries for parties, teas,
formal dinners or holiday spreads—they can turn to the S. S. Pierce Co., confident
that their wants will be satisfactorily and economically filled.
S. S. Pierce's splendid variety of foods brings enjoyment to the table. The service
makes ordering a pleasure, and the prices appeal to people who understand good
value. Visit the S. S. Pierce stores or avail yourself of the expert telephone or mail
order service.
Send for "The Spiaire"—it contains our complete price list
We deliver by our own trucks in Framingham
S. S. PIERCE CO.
COPLEY SQUARE TREMONT and BEACON STS. 133 BROOKLINE AVE.
COOLIDGE CORNER, BROOKLINE NEWTON CENTRE BELMONT
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The
Fort Hill Press
FOUNDED BY SAMUEL USHER IN 1881
'Printers
of the "Dial" and Other
Publications
287 CONGRESS STREET
BOSTON
Telephone LIBerty 1389
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